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Penalty promises key to where sniper case prosecuted
By BRIAN WITTE
Associated Press Writer
ROCKVILLE, Md.(AP) — A growing
number of officials said Sunday that the
state of Maryland should defer prosecution
of the two sniper suspects to another jurisdiction where the death penalty could be
more easily applied.
A Justice Department official suggested
Maryland should not be the first to try the
case, and the top elected official in

Maryland's Montgomery County, where six
were slain, urged prosecutors to work
together to choose the strongest venue.
John Allen Muhammad,41, and teenager
John Lee Malvo were to be charged today in
Virginia, where three of the killings took
place. The suspects already face multiple
murder charges in Maryland, and murder
charges in Alabama unrelated to the sniper
shootings. They also could be charged with
federal extortion and murder counts that
could bring the death penalty.

"They need to present a unified front to
the public and say: 'Here's how we're going
to handle this,' and wherever the case is
strongest with the stiffest penalties, that's
where they need to go," Montgomery
County Executive Douglas Duncan said told
The Associated Press on Sunday. His comments were among the first from Maryland
officials suggesting the possibility of another venue.
Montgomery County State's Attorney
Douglas Gansler told the AP on Sunday that

he still believes his state should prosecute
the case first, but "we're open to discussions
with all the jurisdictions."
Gansler acknowledged that the toughest
sentence Malvo could get in Maryland
would be life without the possibility of
parole, but argued that his state has the
strongest case because it suffered the heaviest losses.
The Justice Department suggested
Sunday it is unlikely Maryland will be the

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

GETTING A HAND ON SHOPPING ... Six-year-olds Shelby Siress and Victoria Holmes, right,
both from Murray, show that even youngsters can experience the thrill of a shopping experience during Saturday's Christmas Bazaar at the club house of the Murray Woman's Club.
The event was headed by the club's Creative Arts Department, with proceeds helping to
fund the Sophomore Art Scholarship at Murray State University, along with two high school
scholarships to the MSU Summer Art Workshop.

See Page 2

MWC hosting 'Meet the
Candidates Night'
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
panel working on selecting the next
leader of the state Council on
Postsecondary Education were to
interview candidates for the post
this weekend.
Walter Baker, a council member
and chairman of the screening committee, said the council's presidential screening committee planned to
interview about 10 candidates for its
presidency Sunday and today.
The council was created under
the state's 1997 higher education
reform law to better coordinate state
higher education policy.
The council is seeking a president after refusing in June to renew
the contract of Gordon Davies, who
was hired in 1998 as its first president.
Baker said there are five "very,
very strong candidates with the
qualifications that we want for the
next president."
"Until we actually meet with the
candidates, none of us actually
knows how that chemistry will
work, and that will be a key component, especially with the situation
Kentucky now finds itself in,"
Baker said.
Baker wouldn't release the
names of the candidates to be interviewed. But Jim Ramsey, Patton's
budget director and the acting president of the University of Louisville,
acknowledged he had been asked to
interview.
"I think the CPE job is a very
important job," Ramsey said, "and I
had expressed an interest."
Davies was charged with implementing the reform law, which was
designed to increase the number of

ground as a firefighter and union
leader for Kentucky firefighters.
Roberts has been pounding the
pavement himself, going door to
door six nights a week.
"For 28 years people trusted me
with their lives and homes," Roberts
said. "All I'm asking for now is for
gave
who
you to trust me with your vote."
converts
GOP
two
— the
Gabbert said Democrats have the
Republicans control of the chamber.
Democrats, still chafing at their potential to pick up three seats.
Republican Chairwoman Ellen
minority status, say the Senate was
lost through defection, not election. Williams, meanwhile, predicted the
With Republicans clinging to a GOP will maintain its grip on the
20-18 advantage in the Senate, both Senate and could gain an additional
sides are predicting a series of nail- seat or two.
The contests are clouded further
biting elections Nov. 5 that could
the personal turmoil surrounding
by
Appalachian
the
stretch from
Gov. Paul Patton, who is being sued
foothills to the Jackson Purchase.
"I think we're looking at a lot of by a former lover who claims he
dead heats," ;.aid Vince Gabbert, turned regulators loose on her nurswho is coordinating the Democrats' ing home after she broke off their
extramarital affair. Patton admits to
state Senate campaigns.
opponent,
the tryst but denies misusing power.
Scum's Democratic
The controversy has sidelined
Bruce Roberts, is stressing his back-

PlimaY
Election
2002

www.murrayledger.com

students attending Kentucky colleges, improve the quality of the
state's eight public universities, and
minimize the turf battles among the
institutions.
The law gives the council authority to recommend to the governor
how much money each of the eight
universities gets each year and to
encourage them to make changes to
boost enrollment and student retention rates — for example, by providing additional funding from a
special pool of money.
Davies lost the support of Patton
and the council earlier this year after
presidents
university
several
worked with legislators from their
districts to increase their budgets in
legislation that never ultimately
became law. Davies argued against
the action of the universities and the
legislators.
The council, at Patton's urging,
let Davies' contract expire June 15
without renewing it.
Some of those to be interviewed
have been university presidents.
Baker said, while others have run
state systems of higher education.
He said he could not recall whether
any of them came from outside
higher education, but he emphasized
that the council president must have
the respect of the state's university
presidents, and that means having
some background in higher education.
"My hope is we'll be able to
attract someone with demonstrable
success at the system level," said
Jim Votruba, president of Northern
Kentucky University. "This is not
the time for on-the-job training."

Patton from the campaign trail.
Eastern Kentucky University
political scientist Paul Blanchard
said that historically governors have
had little impact on legislative races.
"I think Patton might have been
able to help some of the candidates
raise money," he said. "That could
be decisive in one or two races."
Blanchard said it doesn't appear
that there are many vulnerable
incumbents, and that Republicans
might have the upper hand in general.
As for Patton, Republicans won't
try to exploit the Democratic governor's personal problems for political
gain. Williams said.
"We're not going to go there,"
she said. "That is between he and his
wife and his family."
But accusations that Patton
abused power -- prompting investi-
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Democrats targeting GOP converts

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Dan
Staff Report
shows a veteran campaigner's
Seum
Murray Ledger & Times
for connecting with voters
knack
The Murray Woman's Club is hosting a "Meet the Candidates Night"
door to door in a camgoing
while
Tuesday at the club's clubhouse, located at 704 Vine St. The event is slatpaign unlike any other for the senaed to begin at 7 p.m.
tor with a new district and party
Candidates for the offices of sheriff, Murray City Council, circuit court
affiliation.
clerk, and district judge will be present to answer prepared questions on a I
At a stop in a southern Jefferson
variety of subjects pertaining to their respective offices.
County neighborhood. Seum stresscanRepublican
and
Wilson
Vicki
incumbent
Circuit clerk Democratic
es gun rights to a man whose garage
didate Tom Collins will respond on matters of duties ot the office, public
wall is adorned with deer trophies,
service, financial safeguards and extending hours.
testament to his hunting prowess.
and
candidate,
Democratic
the
Roberts,
Sheriff candidates Sgt. Larry
He talks up his conservative credenRepublican Don Sent will address night patrols, staff increases and fundtials to a carpentry worker who
ing,and drugs.
stopped his truck to shake the senaDistrict Judge candidates Leslie Furches and Jeanne Carroll will speakl
tor's hand and take home yard signs.
on juvenile cases, family courts,job experience and domestic violence. '
"I tell people you may beat me
Candidates for city council will also speak and respond to issues as
you will never outwork me," the
but
the'
problems,
traffic
Five Points and 12th Street and 121 North By-pass
Seum said between
62-year-old
siou
city zoning commission and asphalt plant issue, as w
knocking on doors.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For Democrats hoping to retake
the Senate, Seum and Sen. Bob
•See Page 2
Leeper of Paducah are prime targets

la 42071

Maryland "comes in dead last" in terms
of the strength of its law on the death penalty, said the official, speaking on condition of
anonymity.
Virginia and Alabama may be more like-

Top education
job interviews
are underway

Speaker
Bear-ly Christmas Time
deals with
domestic
violence
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
For many families, domestic violence is a reality they have to face
every day.
Many times these cases go unnoticed and unreported. However, as
Angela
Mary
Dr.
author
Shaughnessy SCN shows in her
book "Sisters in Pain: Battered
Women Fight Back," some victims
refuse to be beaten and fight back,
and many times go to jail for it.
University's
State
Murray
Women's Center will feature
Shaughnessy as a special speaker
Monday, Oct. 28, at 7 p.m. in the
Curris Center Theatre to read from
her book and to advocate against
domestic violence.
Women's Center director Jane
invited
she
said
Etheridge
Shaughnessy to speak after reading
her book, which she said was captivating.
"It really captures the essence of
injustice for battered women," she
said.
"Sisters in Pain" tells the story of
10 women who fought back against
their abusers and were incarcerated
for it. "There are also stories of
resiliency," Etheridge said. "They
are picking up shattered lives."
Shaughnessy is also a highlysought national speaker. She serves
as an adjunct professor in various

first jurisdiction to try the sniper suspects,
who remain in federal custody on federal
firearms and material witness warrants
issued before their capture.
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Tenn.female homicide rate on rise
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'Tennessee is on the rise, and nearly
all the women knew their killers.
A new survey by a Washington,
D.C.-based think tank on gun policy
issues ranks Tennessee fourth in the
nation in the rate of women killed
by men. With a rate of slightly more
than two murdered women per
100,000 female residents, the state
has jumped from seventh in last
year's report and 19th two years
ago.
The survey, conducted by
Violence Policy Center, stated that
62 women were killed in Tennessee
in 2000. In 98 percent of those slayings, the woman knew her killer, the
report stated. There was only one
reported case in Tennessee in which
a stranger killed a woman.
The most likely suspect was a
husband, ex-husband or boyfriend,
the survey stated.
Arguments most often led to
deadly violence and the weapon
most commonly used was a gun.
Shooting deaths accounted for 56
percent of the murders. Knives or
other "cutting instruments" were
used in 11 cases.

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Murray Fire Inspector thaw Walls is
investigating a fire that occurred late
Saturday evening and early Sunday morning at the Zimmerman Apartments on
Wiswell Road.
Eighteen firefighters, including offduty personnel, and five trucks responded
to a report of heavy smoke coming from
the eves and gable ends of the building at
11:11 p.m. Saturday.
Three firefighters made forcible entry
into one of the apartments and then made
their way to the kitchen area, where they
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo
FIRE DAMAGE ... Pictured is damage an apartment suffered late
Saturday night at Zimmerman
Apartments on Wiswell Road. No
one was aparently injured in the
blaze. Firefighters returned early
Sunday morning after the fire apparently rekindled. Investigators are
checking into a possible cause this
morning.

From Front
gations by the FBI and state attorney
general — are fair game, she said.
"It's an embarrassment for
Kentucky and is frankly one in a
series of investigations that have
gone on during this administration,"
Williams said. "We just believe that
enough is enough. To elect Paul
Patton's hand-picked candidates is
to perpetuate the culture of corruption, and I think voters have had
enough."

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation dept. between
5:00-6:00 p.m. Monday-Friday or
4:30-5:00 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.

Democrats see no signs that the
scandal is causing a drag on the
party's legislative candidates.
Gabbert said.
"In the end, I feel like the people
are going to be much more motivated by pocketbook issues like health
care insurance and the economy," he
said.
For Democrats, the races against
Seum and Leeper are personal as
well as political, said Gabben, who
blames them for creating stalemate
in the General Assembly. The House

III Speaker ...
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From Front
colleges, and has been a visiting
professor at
the University
of
San
Francisco and
Boston
College since
1988.
She holds,a
masters
in
English and
Schaughnessy educational
administra-

CLUING?
HOW ABOUT AN ANNUITY?
Woodmen's Flexible Premium
and Single Premium Deferred
Annuities are competitive alternatives to other savings plans.
The initial guaranteed rate' is•

tion, a J.D. degree in law, and a
Ph.D. in educational administration
and supervision, and is the author of
over 25 books. Her research centers
on the law as it effects education,
women and church ministry.
Etheridge said she was quite
excited to have Shaughnessy speak
and wants to encourage all of the
community to attend.
"I want the entire community to
realize domestic violence is real,"
she said. "It is a silent epidemic in
. our communities."
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ir st encountered flames. After knocking
down the initial flames, they proceeded to
the apartment's bedroom, where they
extinguished more flames.
After putting out the flames in the
apartment, firefighters turned their attention to the attic above the apartment, which
was fully involved. An ax was used to cut
a hole in the ceiling to get to the fire in the
attic. Electricity to the apartment was
turned off, and two vent holes were cut in
the building's roof.
Three trucks and 10 firefighters
returned to the building at 3:31 a.m.
Sunday after smoke was seen coming from
the roof area. An ax and attic ladder were
used to gain entry to the attic, and a chainsaw was also used to further expose the
attic area. More water was used to extinguish what fire was left.
Walls said this morning that he had not
had a chance to investigate the fire and that
no cause had been determined. He said the
Sunday morning incident was likely
caused by a flare-up of the earlier fire that
occurred Saturday evening.

•Senate ...
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MFD investigating Sat., Sun. blaze
at Wiswell Road apartments here
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DON SEE.SHERIFF
of Calloway County
Choose your Sheriff as you would
your Doctor; the most qualified!
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My Opponent

Education/Training/Experience

Education/Training/Experience

*BA Degree-KY Wesleyan College
*Graduate Southern Police Institute,
Administrative Officer's Course
University of Louisville
*Graduate State Police Academy
*Graduate Special Agents Course FDLE
*Graduate FBI Bomb School
*Graduate ATF Advanced Explosive Investigations
*Graduate National Fire Academy Course
*Graduate of Numerous KY State Police Academy
Schools over 20 years
*Certified Executive I by the International
Association Chief of Police Assessment Center
Related Work Experience
*1978-1999 Conducted at least 107 Major Case
Investigations in Calloway County Covering
Arson/Fire Investigations, Terroristic Threatening,
Homicide, Hate Crime, Wanton Endangerment,
Burglary. Theft, Criminal Mischief, to include
recovery and destruction of old explosives and
explosive devices.
'Retired KY State Police with 20 Years 7 Months as
an Investigator and Bomb Technician

*Graduate Calloway County High School
*Briefly Attended Murray State University

*Graduate of the Richmond, KY Police Academy
*Several in-service courses

Related Work Experience
*Currently a Sergeant in the Sheriffs Office
*Deputy Sheriff since 1994
*Performed Duties prior to 1994 as a Part Time
Deputy

is securely controlled by Democrats.
Unlike most incumbents, Seum is
having to build name recognition.
The one-time Democrat is now a
Republican running in a newly
aligned district carved out by a GOP
Senate redistricting plan. Seum's
new district includes just one
precinct from his old district.
Roberts said he is stressing job
creation, education and lowering
health insurance and prescription
drug costs. But Seum's party switch
should also be an issue, Roberts
said.
He accuses Seum of misleading
voters in his old district, then moving into another district to avoid any
possible retribution at the ballot box.
Democrats are pinning their
hopes on another political newcomer with strong union ties, Larry
Sanderson. in their bid to oust
Leeper — the other senator who

broke away from Democrats to join
the GOP.
Republican incumbents Julie
Denton of Louisville, Elizabeth Tori
of Radcliff and Alice Kerr of
Lexington are being challenged by
Democrats with backgrounds that
could appeal to voters.
Denton is trying to fend off
Democrat Franklin Jelsma in a
Republican-leaning district. Jelsma
served as secretary of the executive
cabinet for Gov. Brereton Jones.
Tori is facing Janey Fair, who
became a national leader in the
group Mothers Against Drunk
Driving after her daughter was
killed in the nation's worst alcoholrelated highway crash. Kerr, the sister of former GOP gubernatorial
nominee Larry Forgy, is running
against Derrick Hord, a former
University of Kentucky basketball
player.

. Two other races pit Democratic
senators against Republican representatives. Sen. David Boswell of
Owensboro is being challenged by
Rep. Mark Treesh of Philpot, while
Sen. Daniel Mongiardo of Hazard
will square off against Rep. Johnnie
Turner of Harlan.
The Mongiardo-Turner race
turned nasty when Turner ran an ad
mixing Mongiardo's voice with the
image of a hijacker in the Sept. 11
terrorist attacks.
Democrats also will try to hold
on to two open seats. Two House
members — Democrat Larry
Belcher of Shepherdsville and
Republican
Gary
Tapp
of
Shelbyville — are vying for the seat
of Sen. Marshall Long, who is retiring. The departure of Sen. Dick
Adams of Madisonville set up a race
between Democrat Jerry Rhoads
and Republican Douglas Ramey.

source said on condition of
anonymity.
Accessory or aiding and abetting
counts are expected for Maly°, the
Justice official said, while prosecutors consider the evidence for bringing a death-penalty case against
him.
Spotsylvania prosecutor William
Neely and Prince William prosecutor Paul Ebert did not immediately
return calls seeking comment.
Virginia Attorney General Jerry
Kilgore, speaking on "Fox News
Sunday," said his state would be
best positioned to prosecute because
it can more easily apply the death
penalty.
"You know, we have the death
penalty for both parties. We can try
this juvenile as an adult and subject
him to the death penalty, and we can
move quickly," he said.
There is no death penalty in the
District of Columbia, where one
person was killed.
Kilgore said that he had spoken
with White House and Justice
Department officials and that the
federal government has been cooperative with Virginia. He said that
means "no federal charges at least
until we've filed our indictment and
get our process going here in
Virginia."
Virginia and Maryland authorities have not had the same working
relationship, he said.
Also Sunday, a man being held in
Michigan as a witness in the case

agreed to be moved to Maryland for
questioning.
Nathaniel
0.
Osbourne, 26, co-owner of the
Chevrolet Caprice used by the
sniper suspects, has been cooperating with investigators since his
arrest Saturday. Officials say he is
not a suspect in the attacks.
James Wyda, a court-appointed
lawyer for Muhammad,said Sunday
his client was not cooperating with
investigators. Malvo's attorney
could not be reached Sunday.
Gansler said on NBC's "Meet the
Press" that his office believes both
men fired shots during the spree.
Authorities said Sunday they
believe everyone involved in the
shootings that terrorized the
Washington suburbs for three weeks
has been caught. "We are confident
the sniper shootings have ended,"
Gansler said on NBC's "Meet the
Press."
The relief was evident during a
Rockville church service near.where
two victims were killed. Monsignor
Thomas Kane told parishioners at
St. Patrick's Church that the shootings had showed them "evil at its
worst," but that they saw "goodness
at its best" from law enforcement.
"We were terrorized together and
now we rejoice together," Kane
said.

III Case ...
From Front
ly than Maryland to carry out executions. Maryland has put just three
people to death, and all executions
have been suspended under a moratorium imposed by Gov. Parris
Glendening.
And a 17-year-old would be eligible for the death penalty in
Virginia and Alabama but not in
Maryland. Virginia also has more
avenues than Maryland for seeking
the death penalty, including a new
post-Sept. 11 provision that allows
for execution when the killer has
"intent to intimidate the civilian
population at large."
Federal law enforcement authorities are reviewing possible charges
relating to extortion and murder that
might allow for all the shootings to
be combined in a single case and
would allow for the death penalty on
conviction, the official said. Letters
left behind in the sniper slayings
demanded $10 million.
The Justice Department official
also pointed to the possibility of a
federal trial in Maryland. Under
such a choice."you have the benefit
of being in the Maryland community" where most of the shootings
occurred, said the official.
In Virginia, Spotsylvania and
Prince William counties are expected to file capital murder charges
against Muhammad on Monday
covering two of the three killings in
that state, a Justice Department

EDITOR'S NOTE: Associated
Press writer Pete
Yost in
Washington contributed to this
story.
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LBL Wildlife
Refuge to
close Nov. 1
GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
Effective Nov. I, nine wildlife
refuges in Land Between The
Lakes will close to hunting, fishing, boating and other activities.
These closures provide undisturbed resting and feeding areas
for waterfowl, shorebirds and
eagles. To serve this purpose,
human activity must be minimized while migratory birds are
present. LBL staff requests public
compliance with refuge regulations designed to provide needed
sanctuary.
The wildlife refuges include
portions of Duncan Bay, Smith
Bay and Rushing Bay on
Kentucky Lake; Fulton and
Honker Bays on Lake Barkley;
and Long Creek Refuge at the
back of Elbow Bay. These areas
are marked with buoys and/or
signs and are closed to all activity from Nov. 1 to March 15.
Two inland bodies of water
also carry the Nov. I to March 15
closure dates for hunting, fishing
and boating. These are Hematite
Lake and Honker Lake. All of
Energy Lake and Bards Lake are
closed to hunting. but the eastern
two-thirds of Energy Lake and all
of Bards Lake remain open to
fishing.
Hunters should be aware that
no hunting is permitted within
200 yards of a refuge boundary or
within 150 yards of any LBL
facility.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the USDA Forest
Service. Further information is
available in the LBL Angling
Information Sheet, by calling
(270)924-2065, or by visiting the
LBL Web site at www.lbl.org.

Subscribe Today
To The Murray
Ledger & Times!
Call Now!
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Okla. teen 'flipped
out;' shoots 10, kills 2
SALLISAW, Okla.(AP) — It all
started with high school senior
Daniel Hawke Fears getting scolded
for driving his pickup truck recklessly near children. What followed
was a rampage in which Fears
allegedly killed two people and
wounded eight, including a toddler.
The 18-year-old was expected to
make an initial court appearance
Monday following a shooting spree
that stunned residents in this town of
8,000 people about 20 miles from
the Arkansas state line.
"I don't know if there is ever
going to be an answer for why he
did this," said his attorney Monte
Johnson. "fie just flipped out."
Authorities say the rampage
started just after 5 p.m. Saturday
when Gregory Caughman, 29, chastised Fears for driving erratically
where children were playing.
Fears then allegedly broke into
his father's nearby house and stole a
20-gauge shotgun. Neighbors Patsy
Wells, 61, and Elvie Gene Wells, 64,
came to the house to talk to the teen.
Witnesses say Fears came out of the
house and shot the Wellses,
Caughman and Caughman's 2-yearold daughter.
Patsy Wells died. Elvie Wells
was in fair condition Sunday. The
Caughmans were treated and
released.
Fears then drove to a Sallisaw car
dealership where authorities say he
shot and killed Reba Spangler, 68,
of Fort Smith, Ark. Salesman
Jimmy Nunn, 58, of Muskogee was
also shot. He was in good condition
Sunday.
From there Fears went to a statue
shop three miles east of Sallisaw.
Investigators say he shot a couple

while they shopped. They both survived.
Fears then continued down U.S.
64 and randomly shot at vehicles on
the highway. Officials say he
wounded Matthew Christopher
Tabor, 27, who was treated and
released.
Fears drove into Muldrow where
he fired from his truck and hit the
last victim, Linda Dutton. Dutton,
26, was walking along the highway
with her 9-month-old and 5-year-old
daughters. The children were not
injured. Dutton was in good condition Sunday.
Minutes later Fears was arrested
after he crashed his pickup near a
roadblock near Roland.
Residents in the three communities where the rampage stretched
said Sunday they were shocked that
such violence hit so close to home.
Fears was described as a loner
who worked part-time at a WalMan. Adam Reherman, 21, told The
Tulsa World that he saw no violent
tendencies in his friend.
"We had our group that hung out
together but it was just like everyone in high school," Reherman said.
"He didn't go to any parties. Parties
for us consisted of going to someone's house and playing video
games. We used to hang out at the
park and hit golf balls together. This
is real unlike him."
Sequoyah
County
District
Attorney Dianne Barker Harrold
said Fears did not show remorse
when authorities talked to him
Sunday. Johnson said Fears had suffered from depression over the last
three years and may have been taking medication that was not prescribed to him.

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & ilmes photo

VENDORS' WARES ... Hazel's Jean Bailey, left, and Frances Wesson of Murray examine a
group of items at one of the booths vendors had available for persons attending the Second
Annual Calloway County Homemakers Women's Show Saturday morning at First United
Methodist Church in Murray.
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Noodles didn't play the next day or the next. In
fact, she didn't play all week. She didn't do her
homework, either. Instead, she worked in her laboratory. The strange noises continued. Zing, Whing.
Bongzingzang. Bing. Bang. Bong.
"Can I see the robot?" I yelled through the door
on Wednesday.
"No, Danny," Noodles said. "I want it to be a
surprise."
"You need more than an invention for the science fair," I hollered. "You need to research and
take notes. Mr. Falkner said so. Those are the science fair rules. I can help you make a poster."
"I don't have time for rules," I heard Noodles
mumble. "And I don't need your help."
It would have bothered me, but I was too busy
trying to think of my own project. Problem was,
nothing sounded half as interesting as a robot.
Bailey didn't want me to think, either. She Wanted to play fetch. Bailey would bring me a rubber
ball. As soon as I threw it she galloped across the
basement and brought back a stuffed toy. I wondered if there were some toys she liked better. I
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balls turned somersaults. "Beep. Beep. Boo-Boo
pick up," Boo-Boo said in a computer voice.
For a robot, Boo-Boo whirled around fast. His
robot arms swept the floor so fast they were a blur.
I jumped out of the way as he grabbed toys, toys,
and more toys. Soon there were no more toys on
the floor. There were no toys on the shelves. Every
toy we owned was in one of his four robot arms.
The toys in Boo-Boo's arms reached the ceiling.
The huge pile swayed above my head. Still, BooBoo beeped. He swirled. His eyes flashed.
"Make him stop!" I yelled.
"He's doing just what you told him to," my sister said. "You told Boo-Boo to pick up all our toys.
That's exactly what he did."
also wondered about what Noodles was doing.
"Quick," I said with a groan. "Put down the
On Friday, Noodles opened the door just wide toys."
enough to poke her head out. "What chore do you
"Beep. Put down. Beep. Beep." Boo-Boo
hate the most?" she asked.
dropped the all toys. At once. As soon as every one
"Setting the table," I said right away, but then I
of our toys crashed to the floor, Boo-Boo's lights
thought of something else. "Picking up toys."
stopped flashing. His beeping turned to a blip, then
Bailey shoved a ball into my hand so I added, groaned to a stop. Smoke curled out of Boo-Boo's
"Giving Bailey a bath and throwing toys over and head.
over and over again."
"You've ruined my robot!" Noodles cried.
"I've got it. Setting. Picking up. Washing.
Throwing. This is going to work perfectly, Danny,"
she said before disappearing inside her room again.
After a full week, Noodles came out of her computer room. She wasn't alone. A giant creature
rolled out with her. It had a body made from an old
garbage can and bicycle wheels for legs. Its head
was made from a bucket and four arms dangled at
its sides. Two arms ended with kitchen tongs. The
other two arms were big fishing nets. Old computer speakers were attached to its bucket head and it
had eyeballs made of blinking lights. Knobs, pulleys and gears were scattered all over its body.
Bailey took one look at Noodles' creation and
hid behind the couch. I felt like hiding, too.
"Ta-dah! The smartest brain in the West, East,
North, and South strikes again," Noodles said.
"This is Boo-Boo the robot. Not only will he win
the science fair for me, but he'll also do all our
work."
"He will?" I asked. I had to admit, he did look
impressive.
"All you have to do," Noodles said with a smile,
Story Written by:
"is talk into his belly button."
Thornton
Marcia
Jones 8, Debbie Dodey
"His what?" I yelled.
Noodles pointed to the tiny circle in the robot's
Ac.tivities Written by:
tummy. "His belly button is a microphone," she
Rita Broadway 8, Terri Darr Mc-lean
said proudly.
It was worth a try. I looked around the basement.
Illustrated by:
The toys I had thrown for Bailey were scattered all
Chris Ware
over the floor. I knew just what I wanted the robot
to do. "Boo-Boo," I said to the robot's belly button,
Cover Design 8, 1itting by "pick up all these toys."
Pyrogrophic. Media
Knobs
eyeLights flashed.
twirled. Boo-Boo's

Chapter 2 Activities
• Characters are only one part of a
good story. There are other elements
that are important, too. For example,
all stories have style - the way in
which a writer uses words to tell the
story. This may include the type of
words used, how details are presented, and how long the paragraphs are.
Another part of style is the point of
view in which the story is written. If
one of the characters is telling the
story, it's called first-person. If someone outside the story tells it. it's called
third-person. The all-knowing point
of view, sometimes called omniscient,
lets you see, hear, and know it all with
descriptive words.
From which point of view is
"Noodles" told? Practice identifying.
the different points of view by finding
an example of each type of newspaper
writing listed below. Identify .the
point of view each is written in.
Letter to the editor
Syndicated column
Sports story
How-to article
Editorial
News report
• Foreshadowing is a technique:
writers use to give readers a clue:
about something that is going to hap-:
pen in the story or a hint about how it:
might end. Skim over Chapter 2 again:
and look for clues that you think:
might be a sign of things to come.:
Write your thoughts down on a note:
card and, when you've finished read-:
ing the story, see if you were right.
• The setting of a story is the times:
and places in which the events of a
story occur. What is the setting of
"Noodles"? As you read the story,
describe the setting in which the various events take place. Is there more
than one setting? Do the settings:

change?
Then, find a feature story in your
newspaper. Read the story and
describe the setting. Is a description
of the setting as important in this
example of non-fiction as it is in the
fictional "Noodles"? Discuss.

• Real Science!
With any science project, safety.
comes first. Make sure you:
- Work under the supervision of an:
adult.
- Use all instruments and equipment correctly.
- Wear goggles and protective
clothing when working with chemicals and other dangerous materials.
- Keep clear of danger from electrical current and devices.
How is Noodles doing?
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Ky. elections
basically well
done: Brown
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
vote fraud and occasional gunplay
notwithstanding. Secretary of State
John Y. Brown III says Kentucky's
elections are conducted pretty well.
With apologies to Florida,
Brown notes that
at
least
Kentucky can
add vote totals
within a day or
two of polls
closing, instead
of weeks or
months.
Capitol
"The problem
Ideas
of vote buying
By Mark
and selling conChellgren
tinues to taint the
AP Writer
rest of the areas,
where Kentucky
is really kind of a
model for the rest of the nation,"
Brown said last week.
Kentucky was one of the first
states to institute statewide registration, thereby cutting down on the
frequency of a voter registering in
more than one location and making
it easier to purge the rolls when a
voter dies or leaves the state.
It has also been on the forefront
of installing modern voting
machines. All but six counties have
electronic machines that keep mistakes to a minimum and make
counting easy. The other counties
have a combination of electronic or
lever-style machines.
The clouds that will hover over
the outcome of the Nov. 5 balloting
will be caused by individual wrongdoing, not because of some flaw in
the system. Brown said.
Pulaski County Sheriff Sam
Catron was assassinated as he campaigned. Shots were fired at a candidate for Clay County clerk.
There will be just over 2.649 million voters eligible to cast ballots,
about 100,000 more than the 2000
rolls. Democrats account for 59.3
percent of the total, a proportion that
has been slowly but steadily declining. Republicans make up 34.3 percent of the electorate with nearly 6
percent of voters choosing not to
align themselves with either major
party.
Brown compares the fight against
vote fraud to the so-called war on
drugs. Where to fight: The candidates and organizers who buy the
votes or the electorate willing to sell
for a half-pint of whiskey, $50 or, in
the latest currency, Oxycontin or
meth.
Fayette County Clerk Don
Blevins derisively calls them the
"economic development incentives"
to vote. And they are ingrained in
some areas.
Brown said clean election initiatives are almost resented, viewed as
intrusions on time-honored traditions.
"There's no will at the local level
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to, A)prosecute, and B)witnesses to
come forward. You can't even find a
jury to convict," Brown said.
Federal authorities have begun
dropping subpoenas around Clay
County, where nearly 5.5 percent of
the entire electorate voted by absentee ballot in the May primary, compared with a statewide average of
1.1 percent.
Unlike in May, the absentee
turnout this fall is down substantially from nearly 1,000 to just over 50
as of last week.
"They know they're being
watched," Brown said.
Yet there are still some unusual
things taking place.
As of last week, there had been
requests for 369 absentee ballots in
Martin County, for example. By
contrast, McCracken County, with
more than four times the number of
registered voters, had requests for
258 absentee ballots.
"That's usually an indication, a
red flag, that there's vote fraud
going on," Brown said.
To stop it, Brown and Blevins
said a dramatic example must be
made.
"I think you need a demonstration," Brown said. "You need to see
people hauled off in handcuffs and
doing time."
Blevins said the blame for tolerating vote fraud and abuse lands at
the Capitol.
"Until you get an attorney general with some spine who will go into
these areas and put some people in
jail, it's not going to go away,"
Blevins said.
During his seemingly semiannual
news conference to announce his
efforts to halt vote fraud, the incumbent attorney general, Ben Chandler,
said getting rid of it is easier said
than done.
Chandler said many complaints
are anonymous or too nebulous to be
of use in prosecuting vote buying or
selling, both of which are felonies.
"To successfully prosecute these
crimes, we need better witnesses and
better evidence," Chandler said earlier this month.
Even with hard evidence, convictions are rare.
Fifty-four people in Wayne
County confessed to selling their
votes in the 1998 election, but a
local grand jury declined to indict
anyone. "People are reluctant to
send their neighbors to jail for vote
fraud," Chandler said.
Until the whole atmosphere
changes, Brown laments the likelihood of fundamental change. As he
put it, unless the system changes, a
clean candidate is likely to end up
just that — a candidate.
Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankfort, Ky., correspondent for
The Associated Press.

Attention Washington!
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web: www.house.gov/whiffield
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web:www.jim_bunning@bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343(Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington tt)
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The figure of a father
By CALVIN WOODWARD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A lot of criminals
had fathers who were never there for them. John
Allen Muhammad was there for the teenager John
Lee Malvo, fussing over his diet, directing him
closely, acquaintances said, as a strict parent
might do.
Theirs was a deadly
bond, authorities believe.
Among all the possibilities mentioned by the multitude of crime historians
and profilers and serialmurder scholars as to who
might be behind the sniper
assaults in the Washington
area, a hit team made up of
an adult and a teenage
Muhammad
companion was never on
the list.
Experts thought police were looking for a lone
white gunman or perhaps a pair of well-trained
killers, maybe even a terrorist or two. Many predicted it would all end with a bloody gunfight or
a police sniper taking out the suburban sniper, if
they got anyone at all.
Instead police found an Army veteran and a
17-year-old, both black, sleeping in a car at an
interstate highway rest stop.
A senior law enforcement source, speaking on
condition of anonymity, said police believe
Malvo became an informal stepson to
Muhammad because the older man had a relationship with the boy's mother, and for a time the
three lived in a family type arrangement.
"The
boy
eventually
latched
onto

Muhammad," the source said. "We don't have
evidence it was formalized but it was almost like
an informal or common-law stepson."
Muhammad was a controlling figure, not only
to his alleged sniper partner but to his own four
children, family members and other intimates
said. They said he demanded they eat only certain
things, and when his children from two ex-wives
visited him, he did not willingly return them.
As in routine life, so too, perhaps, in crime.
When people kill in pairs, "there's always one
person who runs the show," said Eric Hickey, a
professor of criminal psychology at California
State University-Fresno and an expert on serial
killers. But much about the relationship between
Muhammad and Malvo remains unknown.
Sheron Norman, a former sister-in-law of
Muhammad, said he introduced Malvo as his son
when they came to Baton Rouge, La., in July for
a three-day visit.
"You could tell he was scared," Norman said
of Malvo. "He was very, very quiet. You could
tell he didn't like the way he was living." She said
he called Muhammad "father."
Norman's sister, Carol Williams, was
Muhammad's first wife. She said she once had to
fight a legal battle to get her son back when he
was visiting his father in Tacoma, Wash.
Another ex-wife, formerly Mildred Denise
Williams, charged in divorce papers that
Muhammad had engaged in "physical, sexual or a
pattern of emotional abuse of a child" and asked
a judge to limit any visitation with the couple's
three children. "I am afraid of John," she said.
Little is known about Muhammad's childhood
in Louisiana.
Hickey said if there is anything that the diverse

portfolio of serial killers shares, it is a troubled
youth.
"Often it's emotional abuse." he said. "The
rejection and abandonment issues can be much
more devastating than anything physical. You
always find that the vast majority, if not all, of
these serial killers were truly victimized first, and
as adults became predators."
He estimates that one in four serial killers
works in a team. The largest portion, however, are
white male loners.
Few mass-murderers outside the Mafia or the
drug trade are joined by family.
In the late 1970s, Angelo Buono Jr. and
Kenneth A. Bianchi, cousins by adoption, were
convicted in the Hillside Strangler murders of
young women around Los Angeles.
What appeared to be a grotesque episode of
like father, like son recently unfolded in Oregon.
Ward Weaver III was accused of murdering two
Oregon City girls, burying one of them under a
concrete slab. Now on death row, his father Ward
Weaver Jr. was convicted of killing two hitchhikers and burying one of them under a concrete slab
20 years ago.
Despite the alleged copycat crime, that father
and son were thought to have little contact over
the years; the elder Weaver was a long-haul truck
driver who spent days on the road.
Muhammad and Malvo appeared to stick
together. They stayed at a homeless shelter in
Bellingham, Wash., according to a published
report, as well as visiting relatives.
D. Charles Williams, a family psychologist in
Dunwoody. Ga., and author of a book on fathers
and sons, said Muhammad and Malvo appeared
to be in a "mentoring relationship gone bad."

Still, Bush is proud husband
Washington Today
By JENNIFER LOVEN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
President Bush clearly adores his
wife. But his efforts to put that
admiration on public display do not
always hit the mark.
Warming up an audience in
Charlotte, N.C.. the president
praised Laura Bush's performance
as first lady and offered an explanation for her absence. "It's been raining," Bush said. "so she needs to
sweep the porch" of their Texas
ranch ahead of a visit by the president of China.
The comment apparently earned
Bush no points with his wife. Mrs.
Bush, standing with the president
Friday on that very porch waiting
for President Jiang Zemin, was
asked if she appreciated it. She
shook her head and mouthed. "No."
The president then passed the
blame on to the press — which
widely publicized the remark — for
getting him in trouble at home.
Bush's joke last week got big
laughs
from
his
Southern
Republican audience — so much so
he repeated it at his two later
speeches. But the remark — and
other aspects of his standard refrain
about his wife — hint for some at
the bad old days of barefoot-andpregnant references to women.
"It would have been funnier coming out of Bill Clinton's mouth than
a George Bush, because we were all
so aware of the work Hillary Clinton
was doing." said Martha Burk, chair
of the National Council of Women's
Organizations. "Perhaps he's trying
to avoid the so-called Hillary back-

lash. No one can argue with home.
hearth and family, and that's what
this is all about.",
When on the road — particularly
in political settings — Bush nearly
always gives his audiences an
update on his popular wife.
He starts out by telling the crowd
they "drew the short straw" by getting him instead of her. He then likes
to declare that he and the politician
(usually a man)for whom he is campaigning both married above themselves. and that people are probably'
surprised that Laura Welch said yes
to his proposal.
The president also often offers a
glimpse into her whereabouts: just
talked on the phone with her, saw
her waving from the White House
balcony as he left, she is opening a
museum.
He typically ends by recalling
that when they dated, his now-wife
was a public school librarian who
did not like politics and "didn't particularly care for politicians." Now,
he as he told a Republican rally
Thursday in Auburn, Ala.. "she is
the first lady of the United States
and she is doing a fabulous job. I'm
really proud of her."
Recently, elaborating on what she
has brought to the job. Bush cited
his wife's calm, steady nature and
deep caring for their two daughters.
"She's got a great smile," he said
in Maine."She's a class act" was the
description in Boston.
The expressions of pride strike
some as more patronizing than complimentary. Burk, while recognizing
Bush's attempts at self-deprecating
humor, lamented the lack of refer-

ence to Mrs. Bush's intellectual con- undone, despite the president's
tributions.
strong opposition to abortion.
"He is not mentioning any subDuring a behind-the-scenes telestance at all," she said. "He should vision special on the White House
build her up for the serious work she last winter, Bush told NBC News
is undoubtedly doing."
anchor Tom Brokaw that his attitude
White House communications toward critics of his sometimes cowdirector Dan Bartlett acknowledges boyish vernacular was: "too bad."
that what Bush intends to get across But he allowed that Mrs. Bush clearis not always what comes out.
ly disapproved of the sound bite in
"It's kind of his folksy approach question — a "not over my dead
to communicating,- Bartlett said. body" tax pledge — and got a total"It's out of a deep admiration and ly different response. The presirespect for her."
dent's obedient reply to her: "Yes,
Indeed, he more often than not ma'am."
will also tell his audiences that "I
Mrs. Bush also revealed during
love her dearly." At a White House the program that she speaks up
Cinco de Mayo celebration in May, "every once in a while" about her
he nodded to the first lady, sitting in husband's
language-mangling.
the front row, as "mi esix)sa. mi "Those every-once-in-a-whiles are
amor" — my wife, my love.
pretty blunt," the president comAnd it must be noted that the fiist mented.
lady is no shrinking violet.
"She calls the shots," Bartlett
Just days before her husband said. "There's a perception of her as
took office, she stated that she did being the quiet one. But she keeps
not think the landmark Roe v. Wade him in his place. She always has a
abortion-rights ruling should he sharp retort when it's needed."
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U.S. diplomat gunned down outside Jordan home

Deaths
Edward Allen Ebecie Sr.
Edward Allen Eberle Sr., 63, Lakeview Cabins Drive, New Concord, died
Friday, Oct. 25, 2002, at noon at I.U. Medical Center, Indianapolis, Ind.
He had retired April 7, 2000, after 30 years in the data processing of tech
services insurance with State Farm. A 1957 graduate of Otterbein High
School, Otterbein, Ind., he graduated from Indiana Business College.
Mr. Eberle Sr. was a member of St. Leo Catholic Church, and of the
Lafayette Cloud Jockey's and the Flying Club, Murray. He enjoyed building
and flying remote control airplanes, woodworking and fishing. After retirement, he and his wife had moved May 25, 2001, to New Concord and the
Kentucky Lake area.
Born April 2, 1939, in Lafayette, Ind., he was the son of the late John
Anthony Eberle and Lucille Catherine Eberle.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sharon Janssen Eberle, to whom he was
married Nov. 17, 1962, in Otterbein, hid.; two daughters, Mrs. Kathleen
(Kathy) Blake and husband, David Jr., Fowler, Ind.. and Mrs. Anita Kay
Sanders and husband, Chad, Indianapolis, Ind.; two sons, Edward (Eddie)
Eberle Jr. and wife, Cathee, Indianapolis, Ind., and Michael (Mike) Eberle,
Lafayette, Ind.; two sisters, Mrs. Mary Ewing and wife, Keith, Kokomo, Ind.,
and Mrs. Helen Chafin and husband, Carl, Cadiz; one brother, John Eberle and
wife, Lorane, Delphi, Ind.; three grandchildren, Brent William Blake, Allison
Cate Eberle and Rachael Paige Eberle; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral mass will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. at St. Charles Catholic
Church, Otterbein, Ind. Burial will follow in the Tippecanoe Memory
Gardens, West Lafayette, Ind.
Visitation will be at Shoemaker Funeral Home, 26 South Main St.,
Otterbein, Ind., from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Monday). The Rosary will be said at
4 p.m, today.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hope Lodge, Indianapolis, Ind.

Virgil Pool
Virgil Pool, 67, Running Bear Road, Gilbertsville, died Saturday, Oct. 26,
2002, at Kentucky Dam Marina Pier 1. Gilbertsville.
Retired from Trane Company, he was a veteran of the Korean Conflict and
a member of Canton Baptist Church.
He was the son of the late King Pool and Bernetta Hargrove Pool. One sister also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sandy Miller Pool, two daughters, Mrs.
Kimberly Cooper and Mrs. Jennifer Lloyd, and one son, Donald Pool, all of
Lexington; two stepdaughters, Mrs. Nicole Foutch, Hazel, and Mrs. Jenia
Leehy, Clarkston, Mich.; three stepsons, Bill Howard, North Carolina, and
Charles West and Rick West, both of Paducah; five sisters, Mrs. Peggy Sue
Carter, Barlow, Mrs. Cathrine Dixon, LaCenter, Mrs. Jo Nell Horn, Barlow,
Mrs. Jackie Steel, LaCenter and Mrs. Joyce Williamson,Granville, Tenn.; two
brothers, Junior Pool, Wickliffe. and Wayne Pool, LaCenter; four grandchildren.
The funeral will be today (Monday) at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Paul Cannon will officiate. Burial will follow in the Barlow.City Cemetery, Barlow.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.

Boyd Champion
The funeral for Boyd Champion was Sunday at 2 p.m. at Cadiz Church of
Christ, Cadiz. Garry Stanton officiated. Burial was in East End Cemetery,
Cadiz, with King's Funeral Home, Cadiz, in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Trigg County Senior Citizens
Center, P.O. Box 99, Cadiz, KY 42211.
Mr. Champion. 79, Old Dover Road, Cadiz, died Friday, Oct. 25, 2002, at
5:20 a.m. at Trigg County Hospital, Cadiz.
Retired USDA Coordinator of Green River & Pennyrile Resource
Conservation, he was a development area and farmer.
His wife, Doris Tomney Champion, died Jan. 14, 1998, and one brother,
William M.. Champion died in November 1997. Born Sept. 29, 1923, in
Calloway County, he was the son of the late Macon Champion and Maud
Moody Champion.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Lisa Fourshee and husband, Anthony,
Cadiz; two sons, Lindsey Champion and wife, Joy, Cadiz, and Loren
Champion and wife, Vicki, Gracey; four grandchildren, Ryan Champion and
Emily Champion, Cadiz. and Ethan Champion and Collin Champion, Gracey;
one brother, Lloyd F. Champion, and one nephew, Danny Champion, both of
Murray.

Mrs. Mattie Aline Thompson
The funeral for Mrs. Manic Aline Thompson was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Milner and On Funeral Home,Paducah. The Rev. Joel Harper officiated. Burial was in the Palestine Cemetery in McCracken County.
Mrs. Thompson, 83, Paducah, died Thursday. Oct. 24, 2002, at 5:15 p.m.
at Paducah Centre.
Her husband, Ezra Hurt Thompson, one son, Bobby Robinson, one grandchild, one great-grandchild. six sisters and three brothers all preceded her in
death. She was the daughter of the late Robert Elbert Alexander and 011ie
Dora Haney Alexander.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Janice Reed, Paducah, Mrs. Jackie
Finnell, Mayfield, and Mrs. Winona Turner, Columbus. Ohio; one son
William (Buster) Thompson, Paducah; one brother, Donald Alexander,
Aurora; 11 grandchildren; 16 great-grandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.

AMMAN,Jordan(AP)-An American diplomat was gunned down in a hail of bullets outside
his home Monday in the Jordanian capital, U.S.
and Jordanian officials said.
The U.S. Embassy identified the victim as
Laurence Foley, an employee of the U.S. Agency
for International Development mission in Jordan,
which handles foreign aid and humanitarian programs.
While Jordan is officially allied with the
United States, anti-American sentiment has been
rising with public opposition to a threatened U.S.
attack on Iraq, Jordan's eastern neighbor. The
kingdom's 1994 peace treaty with Israel also has
made it a target for Muslim militants and terrorist
groups.
Jordanian Information Minister Mohammed
Affash Adwan would not speculate on whether
terrorists were involved, but called the attack "an
aggression on Jordan and its national security."
Foreign Minister Manvan Muasher went to the
U.S. Embassy to express condolences and promised swift action to catch the perpetrator.
"The Jordanian government is going to deal
seriously with this horrible crime," the Jordanian
news agency Petra quoted him as saying.
The gunman escaped and there was no immediate claim of responsibility.
The U.S. Embassy said in a statement that U.S.
authorities "are working closely with Jordanian
officials to investigate this horrible crime." The
embassy warned Americans to "remain vigilant."
Security was immediately increased at
embassies and diplomatic missions. In an unusual
scene for Amman, red beret-clad special forces
riding machine-gun equipped jeeps escorted
diplomatic vehicles through the city.

Jane
Brandon
Murray City Council
#8 on Ballot
--/ 2veee..44".e.7o 74.e

NEW YORK (AP) - The
Pentagon is prepared to call hundreds of thousands of Reservists
and National Guard members to
duty if President Bush orders an
attack on Iraq, The New York
Times reported Monday.
About 265,000 Guard and
Reserve troops, roughly the same
number used during the Persian
Gulf War in 1991, would be mobilized in the event of an attack, the
Times said.
Aside from military duties,
many of the troops would be called
upon to protect military bases at
home and abroad. They also would
be used to help safeguard potential
terrorist targets in the United
States, including power plants and
factories, the newspaper reported.
The call-up schedule would be
kept secret, but a Pentagon official

At Stone-Lang...hearing care is
more than a profession...
it is a commitment
to excellence!
'Hearing Tests
'Hearing Aids
'Batteries and Service
A hearing test is quick and easy!
Convenient
Parking Wheelchair
Accessible

Elitabath Davis
•Z

Vicki Oliver

Call Today (270) 753-8055
1-800-949-5728 Outside Murray

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th St.• Murray
"SINCE 1876-A NAME YOU CAN TRUST"

told the Times that it "would take
more than a week or two" to
muster the reserves together. The
reserves would need to make sure
that they were up to date with their
inoculations before being transported to their missions.
Nearly 80,000 members of the
Army National Guard and Reserve
forces were mobilized after Sept.
11. 2001. and for the war in
Afghanistan. Pentagon records
show that more than 58,000 were
active last week.
There are currently 870,000
members of the Guard and
Reserve. They serve a minimum of
a weekend a month plus two weeks
a year.
The reservists would only be
deployed if Bush decides to take
military action against Iraq.
sources told the Times.

ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) - A
body was found near the Edison
Field parking lot following the
Anaheim Angels' victory over San
Francisco in Game 7 of the World
Series.
Investigators followed a trail of
blood leading from the south parking lot to the man's body, Anaheim
Police Sgt. Rick Martinez said
Monday. The man walked nearly

sp

two blocks before collapsing.
Martinez said.
Paramedics responded and the
unidentified man was pronounced
dead at the scene, he said. He
declined to release any information
about the man's injuries.
Investigators closed a portion of
Orangewood Avenue leading to the
Riverside Freeway. causing a delay
for fans leaving the stadium.

KIPS KREW

Constructive
Learning Center, Inc.
8
,10 Whitnell
Licensed for ages 6 weeks thru Pre-K

ei

270-759-3333
Hours: 5:30 a.m.-6 p.m.

www.murrayledger.com
Click on the button for more details!
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Body found near Edison Field

LOOK INTO OUR NEW
PHOTO REPRINTS!

Prices as of 9 AM

Paid for by the

Foley, 62, was shot at least seven times in the
head and chest as he approached his car at 7:30
a.m., according to a senior Jordanian security official, speaking on condition of anonymity. The
bullets came from a 7 mm pistol, he said.
Foley was killed instantly, Adwan said.
While initial reports spoke of "gunmen," the
official said the preliminary investigation indicated that one gunman, working with accomplices,
killed Foley. Preliminary autopsy results indicated the bullets came from one gun.
Jordanian security officials said Foley's wife
called police after the attack outside his house in
a middle-class district of Amman.
Police swarmed the scene, searching for fingerprints and other evidence.
Jordan is known for its tight security, but several attacks have been directed against Israelis in
Amman and along the Jordanian-Israel border.
Jordan and Egypt are the two Arab states having
peace treaties with Israel.
One Israeli businessman was shot and killed
last year in the same neighborhood as Foley, and
two Israeli diplomats were wounded by gunshots
in 2000.
On Sept. 27, the U.S. government said had
received uncorroborated information indicating
JAMAL NASRALLAWAP Prot
that, as of this summer, a member of Osama bin SHOOTING ... Jordanian police officers
Laden's al-Qaida terror network was considering stand near a bloodstain alongside the car
a plan to kidnap U.S. citizens in Jordan.
of U.S. diplomat, Laurence Foley, after he
State Department Spokesman Richard
was shot outside his home in Amman
Boucher said then that the government could not
Monday Oct. 28. 2002. Foley, who worked
determine whether the threat was credible or
for
the U.S. Agency for International
when it would be implemented.
Developmen
t, was killed by gunmen as he
But the U.S. Embassy in Jordan notified
apparently
headed for his car parked in
Americans to be vigilant, and renewed that warnfront of his house in the Jordanian capital.
ing Monday.

Pentagon ready to
mobilize reservists

Stock Market
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Price

Chg.

Dow Jones Ind. A‘g,
8483.03 + 39.04
Air Products
43.57 - 0.29
Anthem
67.10 - 1.99
AOL Time Warner
15.09 + 0.39
AT&T
13.45 + 0.11
Bell South
26.39 + 0.79
Briggs & Stratton
38.50 + 0.26
Bristol Myers Squibb 24.49 + 0.34
Caterpillar
41.47 + 0.02
Chevron Texaco Corp
73.28 + 0.05
Daimler Chrysler
36.52 + 0.72
Dean Foods
7.09 - 0.51
Exxon-Mobil
34.69 - 0.42
Ford Motor
8.97 + 0.25
General Electric
26.53 + 0.29
General Motors
'46.13 + 0.59
GlaxeSmithKline ADR 38.65 - 0.12
Goodrich
14.80 - 1.69
Goodyear
9.29 + 0.23
HopFed Bank*
12.11 B 12.28 A
IBM
75.40 + 0.84
Ingersoll Rand
39.15 - 0.39
Intel
17.20 + 0.61
Kroger
15.76 + 0.61
Mattel
18.67 - 0.02
McDonalds
18.71 + 0.21
Merck
54.92 + 2.01
Microsoft
52.61 - 0.07
J.C. Penney
19.52 + 0.60
Pepsico, Inc.
43.43 - 0.76
Pfizer, Inc.
32.18 + 0.28
Schering-Plough
21.37 + 1.02
Sears
26.31 + 0.17
Union Planters
29.20 + 0.30
US Bancorp
21.32 + 0.29
UST
30.50 - 0.21
Wel-Mart
57.31 - 0.02
•H•Iltard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
unc - once unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

411P
HILLIARD
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(Mr 131.4 Investment
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WYK

and 9IPC

Radio Auction
Sponsored by Murray & Hazel Lions Club

Oct. 28th, 29th & 30th
6-9 p.m.
on

WNBS 1340 AM &
WRKY 1130 AM

753-2400
Bids will be taken on items for the following businesses

and more

Vernon's Pawn Shop
Kenlake Foods
Dumplin's
Captain D's
Ryan's
Long John Silvers
Mr J's & Lady J's
Dr. Courtney &
Courtney Vision Ctr.

The Reader's Gallery
A Piece of Cake
Pot O'Gold Variety
& Pawn
Briggs & Stratton
And much more

Car can be seen and test driven at Vernon's
Pawn Shop. All items may be seen at the radio
station all three nights of the auction.

Si
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Kenlake Ladies Golf

Local art guild plans
Christmas Gallery

Engagement

Fifteen of the Kenlake Ladies Golf League took part in the "Members
Only Fall Tournament" on Wednesday, Oct. 23, at the Bill Hamrick
Memorial Golf Course at Kenlake State Resort Park.
First flight winners were Cathy Thompson, first, Linda Brea, second,
and Gloris Theis, third.
Second flight winners were Evelyn Blivin, first, Priscilla Holt, second.
and Ina Horton, third.
Third flight winners were Hazel Hill, first, Brenda Baker, second, and
Mary Neale Barton, third.
Cathy Thompson had the longest drive on No. 11. Glona Theis had the
longest drive on No. 14.
Closest to the pin on No. 10 was Gloria Theis. Closest to the pin on No.
17 was Linda Breck.
Winning the "Chip In Pot" was Gloria Theis.

Murray An Guild at 103 North Sixth St., Murray,
will have its annual "Chnstmas Gallery" on Friday and
Saturday. Nov. 1 and 2.
The gallery will be open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
both days for the public to visit to see and purchase special items.
Featured will be a wide variety of local and regional
artists' and craftsmen's work.
Funds from the gallery will go for the upkeep of the
house and for activities.
The guild is located in the former Schroader house
Jo's
and the house is listed on the National Historical
Datebook Registry. Since the guild was first organized several
By Jo Burkeen years ago with a room on the second floor of the Gatlin
Building at Fourth and Main Streets, Murray, it has conCommunity
tinued to grow and become a valuable asset to the city
Editor
and county.

Birth
Chloe
Catera Imus

Angels Shop lists opening days

Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Imus are the
parents of a daughter, Chloe Calera
Imus, born on Monday, Oct. 21, 2002,
at 5:19 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
seven ounces and measured 19 inches.
The mother is the former Rachael
McKinney.
Grandparents are Gena Richard of
Murray, Terry McKinney of Mayfield,
and Josh and Pam Fitchpatrick of
Murray.

Angels Attic Thrift Shop at 1628 Main St., Murray, has announced a
change in operating hours. During the winter months, the shop will be open
on Tuesdays from noon to 5 p.m. to receive donations; and the shop will be
open for sales on Thursdays from noon to 5 p.m. and on Saturdays from 9
a.m. to noon. All proceeds from sales benefit the Angels Community Clinic
at 1005 Poplar St., Murray. The shop was initiated by St. John's Episcopal
church as a community-wide out reach which involves volunteers from
many local churches. For information call 761-0111.

Fastpitch Club to meet Monday

Austin Tyler Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Brown of 131 Karen Faye Ln., Hardin, are the parents of a son, Austin Tyler Brown, born on Wednesday, Sept. 28, 2002, at
10:38 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds five ounces and measured 21 inches.
The mother is the former Sheila Brame. A sister is Emily Nicole Brown.
Grandparents are Debbie Miller of Benton, Sherry Brame of Mayfield.
Gary Brown of Calvert City and Danny Brame of Kirksey.

Jasten Miguel Murphy
Jorge Tugnon and Shantel Murphy-Scot, Murray. are the parents of a
son, Jasten Miguel Murphy, born on Tuesday. Oct. 8, 2002, at 7:37 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds 11 ounces and measured 21 inches. A
brother is Brenton Giannakis.
Grandparents are Ma. Elena and Francisco Tugnon, Boca Raton, Fla..
and Laurie Murphy of St. Louis, N4o.

The EssentialDay Spa
An

AVEDA_ Concept Salon

'Massage Therapy
•Body Wraps
•Aromatherapy
*Facials *Sugaring
•Manicures St Pedicures

Murray High Fastpitch Club will meet Monday. Oct. 28, at 6 p.m. at
Murray High School.

Imus

1311 Johnson Blvd.
Murray
270-767-0760

Leach
and Willoughby
Melissa Leach and Dwaine Willoughby w'r11 be married on

Nov. 2, 2002, at 5 p.m. at Hartford Baptist Church, Hartford.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
Miss Leach is the daughter of Denton and Peggy Leach of Hanford.
Mr. Willoughby is the son of Charles and Barbara Willoughby of
Mayfield.
The bride-elect, a graduate of Ohio County High School, will be graduating from Murray State University with a double major in biology and
medical technology and a minor in chemistry.
Miss Leach is employed by Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The groom-elect, a graduate of Northside Baptist Christian School,
received an associate degree from Shawnee Community College and a
bachelor of science degree in electrical engineering from Murray State
University.
Mr. Willoughby is employed as a computer network technician by
Murray State University.

Billy Ray Smith, Kentucky
Commissioner of Agriculture, was
the speaker at a meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club at Pagliai's
Restaurant.
Smith gave information on prob-

Kentucky's
Affordable
Prepaid
Tuition
Make college
tuition your
gift to your
grandchildren!
K APT makes college

affordable for
everyone!
Contact State Treasurer Jonathan Miller
1-888-919-KAPT • www.getKAPT.com

Theatres
Chestnut
1008
St.
NO CHECKS

Matinees Sat. & Sun. Only
Ghost Ship
R - 7:10 - 9:20
Jackass: The Movie
R - 7:30 - 9:30

lems with the
budge,
the
tobacco buy out
program, inheritance tax status,
the farm bill, etc.
"We import
70 percent of our
food, which is
very bad for
farmers," Smith
Smith
said. He spoke
of new areas that
are being started like the catfish
industry and other new crops gaining popularity.
showed
Smith
the
New
Kentucky "Agri Fresh" Logo which
includes fruits and vegetables and
the "Kentucky Proud" products
such as cabinets, etc.

NEW FALL OUT 20% OFF
Bargain Room Now 50% Off
Wedding, Formals, Rental & Sales
Man's & Women's Plus Sizes

CPcatrir !Thottyn9
i-44es

• weddings •
• Seniors •
• Families •
• Children •
479.(arkvo
../741f,
270-279-57'28
27)-767-0473

Little Laker event Tuesday
Little Lakers Family Resource Center will host a special night of learning and fun on Tuesday. Oct. 29, from 6 to 7:30 p.m. at the Calloway
County Preschool (behind the high school) on College Farm Road, Murray.
Children are invited with their parents or guardians. For more information
call 762-7410.

Neighborhood Watch on Monday
New Concord Neighborhood Watch will meet tonight, Oct. 28, at 7 p.m.
at New Concord Church of Christ. The speaker will be Detective Richard
Steen. All area residents are urged to attend.

WMU meeting on Monday
The quarterly meeting of the WMU of Blood River Baptist Association
will be tonight. Oct. 28, at 7 p.m. at Altona Baptist Church, Highway 62,
near Calvert City. Speakers will be Ronnie and Frieda Adams, missionaries
in the Caribbean Basin. Rev. Adams was a former pastor in Calloway
County. All interested persons are invited. The association includes missionary baptist churches in Marshall and Calloway counties.

SCV meeting on Monday

Adult Great Books plans meeting

* I support

4-I-1

PG13 - 7:25 - 9:40
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU OCT 17

Murray Singles will meet Tuesday. Oct. 29, at 7 p.m. at Shoney's Inn.
This is open to all singles whether divorced, widowed or never married. For
information call Shirley at 753-6224. Jackie at 1-270-247-7754 or Barbara
at 436-5032.

605 S. 12th St.• Murray
(270)762-0207
M-S 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Program Information Call 753-3314

4-h Photography classes will be held on Tuesdays, starting on Oct. 29
and Nov. 5, 12 and 19, from 6 to 8 p.m. at the Murray State University
Applied Science Building. to sign up call the County Extension Office at
753-1452. Limited spots are available.

Rest Over 40 Tagil Frost, For Tea Psi-tin

Abandon

,91rnekci- 971eAlareS

4-H photography classes planned

Fort Heiman Camp #1834 of Sons of Confederate Veterans will meet
tonight, Oct. 28, at 7 p.m. in the new conference room of First United
Methodist Church. "Anyone interested in Confederate history who would
like to honor your Confederate ancestors, is invited to attend the meeting,"
said Sandy Forrest, camp member. For information call Greg Miller at 7533472.

The Ring
PG13 - 7:05 - 9:35
The Transporter
PG13 - 7:00 - 9:10

North Elementary School Based Decision Making Council will meet
Monday. Oct. 28, at 4:15 p.m. in the staff lounge of the school. Margaret
Cook, principal, said this is a special called meeting because of change of
date and invites the public to attend.

Murray Singles to meet Tuesday

Consignment Clothes

Sweet Home Alabama
PG13 - 7:20 - 9:45

North meeting Monday

Murray High School Class of 2004 will have Pampered Chef party on
Tuesday, Oct. 29, at 6 p.m. in the MHS home economics room. This a special fundraiser for the junior class and the public is invited.

Rita's Neat Repeats

Red Dragon
R - 7:15 - 9:55

Murray High School Athletic Booster club will meet Monday, oct. 28, at
7 p.m. at the high school. All officers, sports representatives and other interested individuals are encouraged to attend.

Class fundraiser Tuesday

State commissioner
speaker for Rotary

Gift Certificates Available
ACT NOW!
Enrollment Period ends
lanuary 27 2003
Newborns can enroll year round!

Athletic Boosters will meet
Saturday,

Call 753-1452
For More
Information

Unlbed VVisy

We're ill/loving
chiropractk ornce ot.

Teri A. Prince, D.e.

Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet tonight, Oct. 28, at 7
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Libby Hart will be the leader of
the discussion of Selections from Erasumus'"In Praise of Folly." Any person who has read the selection is invited to take part in the discussion.

AA meetings scheduled
Alcoholics Anonymous(AA) will meet at 8 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday,
Friday and Saturday, at 11 a.m. on Wednesday, and 4 p.m. on Sunday at the
American Legion Hall, Maple and South Sixth Streets, Murray. The only
requirement for attendance is a desire to stop drinking. For information call
436-5073 or 436-5675.

FALL rEsTyv AL
at

Westside Baptist Church
207 Robertson Rd. S.
Kids birth - 6th Grade

MOVIV1q

108 N. 7th St. • 759-4880
OPENING
MONDAY,OCTOBER 28th

4
,

Thursday, October 31
5:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Free food, games, crafts,
activities, puppets, lots of candy
and fun, fun, fun!!
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Family of late Sen. Wellstone asks Mondale to replace on ballot
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — Sen.
Paul Wellstone's oldest son has urged
former Vice President Walter
Mondale to step in as his late father's
replacement on the Nov. 5 ballot,
Democratic leaders said Sunday.
Mike Erlandson, chairman of the
state's Democratic-Farmer-Labor
Party, said David Wellstone asked
Mondale to run in his father's place.
He and other surviving family members weren't immediately available
to comment, the late senator's campaign staff said.
A group of up to 875 Minnesota
Democrats will meet Wednesday to
officially choose the substitute candidate for Wellstone, who died Friday
in a plane crash.
Erlandson refused to say whether
Mondale would be the nominee,
although he has said the family's
choice would weigh heavily in the
party's decision. He said he believes
Mondale will run if nominated.
If Democrats succeed in drafting
Mondale, it will give them a powerhouse candidate for a six-day campaign against Republican Norm
Coleman, the former St. Paul mayor
who entered the race at the urging of
President Bush. The race had been
tight between Coleman and
Wellstone and was a top target of
Republicans trying to regain control
of the Senate.
White House spokesman An
Fleischer on Sunday said the administration would wait until the
Democrats formally name a replacement before commenting on the race.
"It's still appropriate to let the people
of Minnesota grieve," he said.
State Republican officials have
said they would attempt to cast a

Mondale-Coleman race as a choice
between a reluctant plakeholder and
someone who is eager to do the
work.
"Walter Mondale is a good man,"
Coleman said Sunday, declining to
comment further on his potential
opponent. "There will be a campaign, but now is not the time."
Mondale,74, hasn't returned calls
to reporters or answered the door at
his Minneapolis home.
Those close to Mondale said he
isn't expected to comment publicly
on a potential candidacy until after
Tuesday's memorial service for
Wellstone, his wife, daughter and
three campaign workers who died in
the plane crash. Relatives of the six
passengers and two pilots visited the
northern Minnesota crash site
Sunday.
A reconstruction of the flight
showed everything appeared normal
as the pilot made his approach, Carol
Carmody, acting chairwoman of the
National Transportation Safety
Board said Sunday.
She said they still don't know
why about a minute after the last
radio contact, the aircraft began drifting south, away from the airport, and
slowing down before it crashed.
Erlandson said the blessing of
Wellstone's surviving family members makes Mondale the clear
favorite.
"He is certainly the public sentiment front-runner, among activists,
among party leadership," Erlandson
said. "We've had hundreds of phone
calls and e-mails."
National Democratic leaders also
have reached out to Mondale over
the past two days.

During a visit to Wellstone's campaign headquarters Sunday, Senate
Majonty Leader Tom Daschle said
Mondale was clearly the strongest
choice, calling him "the great unifier."
"People in this state, people in this
country can unite behind his
strength," he said.
Sen. Harry Reid, D-Nev., the
chamber's No. 2 Democrat, said
Mondale would have the immediate
respect of everyone in the Senate.
"He's a person who would look
forward to doing the things that Paul
Wellstone wanted to do — do something about health care reform, take
care of the underprivileged by passing a minimum wage. He would do
something about prescription drugs,"
Reid said on CNN's "Late Edition."
Mondale had held the same
Senate seat for 12 years before
accepting Jimmy Carter's invitation
to run for vice president in 1976. In
1984, Mondale challenged President
Reagan for office and was soundly
defeated.
He served as U.S. ambassador to
Japan from 1993 to 1996 and has
practiced law in Minneapolis since
then.
The battle for Wellstone's seat
was one of a half-dozen or so expected to determine which party will control the Senate next year. The loss of
Wellstone leaves the chamber split
49-49 among Republicans and
Democrats, with one independent,
Jim Jeffords of Vermont, who is
allied with the Democrats.
Gov. Jesse Ventura still hasn't
decided whether to appoint a temporary successor who would serve until
the election winner is officially certi-

Acetaminophen, ibuprofen may
be linked to high blood pressure
CHICAGO (AP) — The popular
pain relievers ibuprofen and acetaminophen, contained in scores of
over-the-counter remedies, may
increase the risk of high blood pressure, a study in women suggests.
Skeptics say the link is flimsy and
needs confirmation in betterdesigned studies, and even the
Harvard researchers who conducted
the study do not recommend that
people stop taking the medications.
But the authors add that their findings are plausible given what's
known about how the drugs affect
the body.
The study, in Monday's Archives
of Internal Medicine, involved
80,020 women aged 31 to 50 who
participated in a nurses' health study
and had not been diagnosed with
high blood pressure at the outset.
They were asked in 1995 about their
use of painkillers; information about
high blood pressure was obtained
from a survey two years later.
During those two years, 1,650
participants developed high blood
pressure. Women who reported taking acetaminophen 22 days a month
or more were twice as likely to
develop hypertension as women who
did not use the drug. Those who used
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory medicines that often — mostly ibuprofen
— were 86 percent more likely to
develop hypertension than nonusers.
Aspirin use did not appear to be
associated with an increased risk.
Acetaminophen is contained in
Tylenol and ibuprofen is in Motrin.
two of the most popular over-thecounter painkillers.
While the relative risks sound
high, the results suggest that the vast
majority of women taking the medications will not develop high blood
pressure, said Dr. William J. Elliott,
an internal medicine and pharmacology specialist at Rush-PresbyterianSt. Luke's Medical Center in
Chicago.
Elliott, who was not involved in
the research, also noted that the
study lacks information on doses

participants used, which would be
needed to show a true cause and
effect.
The researchers from Harvard's
School of Public Health acknowl-

would probably be before the election, but there is no urgency right
now," Wodele said.
Erlandson said he hopes Ventura
will hold off and name the election
winner if an interim fill-in is needed.
It appeared it wouldn't be legal to
leave Wellstone's name on the ballot.
Absentee ballots already marked for
Wellstone won't count for the Senate
race, but people who submitted them

could go to the polls on Nov. 5 and
submit a new ballot.
Two years ago, when Missouri
Gov. Mel Carnahan was killed in a
plane crash three weeks before the
election while running for the Senate,
his name remained on the ballot and
he beat Republican Sen. John
Ashcroft. Carnahan's widow, Jean,
was appointed to serve in his place
and is now seeking election.

Caring People Services
"We're the someone you were hoping to find!"
Serving the elderly and disabled in their home,
residential facilities, hospitals and the community:
Sitters • Homemakers
Personal Helpers
Geriatric Care Management

4ak

WE'VE KNOWN YOUR FAMILY FOR YEARS....
LET US MAKE CHRISTMAS SHOPPING HASSLE FREE.
We'll help you find the petlivt gift.
lust call ahead and we'll hat,e it ready mid waiting.
We know what you
1711 here at Corn-Austin.

MEMBER
\ 1°,41 Asaxisoon of Professional
Geronne Cast Managers

Joni Hogancarnp

Carolyn Roberts, RN

270-575-4529• Fax: 1-800-383-7231 • Email:jI2hogan@apex.riet
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Amerihost Inn of
Murray Presents:

•••

GIFTS ENJOYED LONG AFTER TODAY
"If you haven't sent someone a
Candy Bouquet, you really
haven't told them how special
they really are.

aflauntgd
Railway,"

Free Delivery In Town
966 Chestnut St.(Next to Pagliai's)• 753-2159
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i1
COUNCILMAN
#17 on Ballot

I will listen to the voice of the people.
Paid for by William Bailey.

AmeriHost Inn would like to invite you to our
Li

Cafo !rid( or !row

From 5-7 p.m., our halls will be invaded by ghosts, witches,
aliens and pumpkins, so don't miss the fun!!!

• You must be accompanied by a parent
I SAVE 25% on All Silver Replating
Final Week!

• Be 12 years or younger
• Be i n y nor be5+ rostume
Donations at the door will go to our local non-profit organization, Cubscouts.
Specials Thanks goes to our sponsors:

4.50%
(October, 2002)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
We'll Make Your Old Silver Beautiful Again!
Take advantage of these sale prices and have your old, damaged silverware,
antiques and family heirlooms restored. Bring your silver in for a FREE estimate
Full 25-Year Warranty On All Silver Replating
FREE Dent Removal and Straightening on most items we silverplate. And only
$34.95 for all soldering repairs on any piece we silverplater including soldering
broken handles, legs, knobs. etc.
SALE ENDS OCT. 31!

LEE Jewelry Artisans
Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703

fled. He met with lawyers Saturday
and said if he names someone, it
probably will be a Democrat and
someone who doesn't plan to run for
the office.
His spokesman, John Wodele,
said Sunday that Ventura will likely
wait until after Tuesday's service to
announce his intentions.
"If the governor decides it's necessary to name an appointment it

edged that shortcoming and other
limitations, including relying on
women's own reports about hypertension rather than blood pressure
measurements.

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

I tm, competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 300°,, Since early surrender
charges apply. please call for detail,
.

ANN HEISENFELT/AP Photo
IN MEMORY ... Kristin VanAmber, right, and her husband Jon, second from right, link arms with
other anti-war protestors as they wear photos of Sen. Paul Wellstone, in memory of the senator,
and chant "no first strike" on the steps of the State Capitol in St. Paul, Minn., Saturday, Oct. 26,
2002. A vote against war was Wellstone's first major vote in the Senate when he arrived in 1991,
and a vote against war in Iraq was his last major vote before his death in a plane crash near
Eveleth, Minn. Friday.

Jewelry Repair & Custom Design

Where Your Ideas Turn To Gold
1304-F Chestnut St.• Dixieland Ctr.• 759-1141
Bring Your Silver in TODAY!

Woodmen of the World Lodge 827
Mr i's and Lady i's
Castlerock Books & Coffee
Murray Woman's Club
Heritage Bank
Western Tech Nursing Program

Froggy 103.7
Kenlake Foods
Murray Ledger & Times
Candy Bouquet
Piece of Cake
Cracker Barrel
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M UR RAY-CALLOWAY C
HEALTH EXPRESS
WEDNESDAY,NOV.6
Murray
Save-A-Lot
8:30a.m.- 11:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m.-3:00p.m.

THURSDAY,NOV.21
Benton
Wal-man
8:30a.m.-11.30a.m.
12:30p.m.- 2:30p.m.

THURSDAY,NOV.7
Hardin
Baptist Association Bldg.
12:00p.m.- 2:00p.m.
MONDAY,NOV.11
Draffen vale
Ponderosa
9:00a.m. -11:30a.m.
12:30p.m.-2:30p.m.

The hospital's
Health Express will be
offering blood.
pressure checks,
pulse, and lipid
profiles at its stops during the month of
November.
Under most circumstances, cholesterol and
triglyceride levels should be checked every five
years. A cholesterol and triglyceride screening

WEDNESDAY,NOV.13
Murray
Center for Health & Wellness
8:30a.m. -11:30a.m.
12:30p.m.- 3:00p.m.

is FREE to every Health Express patron once
every five years. More frequent testing
requires a doctor's written prescription and
costs $15.00. Annual screenings are
recommended for diabetes patients.

THURSDAY,NOV.14
Buchanan,TN
Post Office
8:30a.m.-11:30a.m.
Hazel
BB&T Bank
1:00 p.m.- 3:00 p.m.

The cholesterol(HDL/LDL)and
triglyceride screening requires a food fast
(water only)for 14 hours.
A stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit is

NURSE RECRUITMENT
The statistics are startling. Nationally, it is projected that by
2015 there will be a shortage oil 14,000 RNs. Nursing graduates are
decreasing and nursing school applicant pools are shrinking.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital knows that great nurses
are essential to great patient care. With this national shortage of
nurses, the hospital has planned several initiates to help recruit and
retain exceptional nurses at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
To encourage nurses to choose Murray-Calloway County
Hospital as their employer, the hospital is offering several incentives
through its recruitment campaign entitled,"Tomorrow's Future, Built
With Today's Employees." Flexible scheduling options, many
benefits, loan repayment program,sign on bonus, tuition
reimbursement,scholarship program,on-site child care, medical spending
account,and use ofthe
MSU Federal Credit Union are many ofthe incentives the hospital plans to
use to entice nurses to
MCCH.
In an effort to recruit nurses, the hospital plans to send a direct mail piece to
approximately 8,000 nurses in the region. MCCH also plans to advertise nursing
opportunities
through print and radio. The hospital will host an Open House for potential
nurses on
December 4 with recruitment information,educational booths, refreshments,
and door prizes.
To kick offthe campaign, Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be
addressing the
recruitment program with Round the Clock Meetings for all employees. At these
meetings,
discussion ofnursing needs will be addressed. Since employees are the best
advertising for nurse
recruitment, the hospital will begin its recruitment efforts by informing the
employees during
these meetings and through additional efforts including countdown calendars
on each nursing
floor, banners, paycheck sruffers, and flyers.

ade MomentsMaterni

also available for $4. This screening detects

MONDAY,NOV.18
Paris,114
Wal-Mart
9:00 a.m.- 11:30a.m.
1230p.m.-2:30p.m.

blood in the stool.
These screenings are offered to detect
disease in its earliest stages, before symptoms

WEDNESDAY,NOV.20
Murray
First Methodist Church
8:30a.m.• 11:30a.m.
12:30p.m.- 3:00p.m.

occur. If you are experiencing symptoms, you
should see your physician.
For more information
please contact 270.762.1348

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the classes listed here as part
of our Miracle

Moments Maternity Package. Pre-registration is required for all classes.
For more
information, to arrange for a personalized tour of the Miracle Moments
Maternity
Unit or to pre-register for any classes, call (270) 762-1425.

MURRAY - November Prepared Childbirth

MURRAY - November Sibling Class

MONDAY - October 28, November 4, 11,& 18 TUESDAY - Novembe
r 12
7 p.m.- 9 p.m.,Center for Health & Wellness
7 p.m. - 8 p.m.,Center for Health & Wellness

COMMUNITY EVENTS
AUTOMATED EXTERNAL DEFIBRILLATOR TRAINING
Friday, November 1, Thursday, November 14, and Tuesday, November 19 beginning at 8:30 a.m., the
Community Healthcare Foundation will hold training sessions at 1003 Poplar Street. The sessions taught by
a
Certified AED instructor will last approximately six to eight hours. Class space is limited and pre-registrati
on is
required. To register, call 762-1384.

ANNIVERSARY WEEK AT THE CENTER FOR HEALTH & WELLNESS
The Center for Health & Wellness plans to celebrate its second anniversary with a week full of fun activities
and prizes for its members. On Monday, November 18, the Center will have a kick off celebration with
Kick Off Cake Walk Day, Tuesday, November 19 will be Beach Day, Wednesday, November 20, the
theme is "You're a Real Gym Dandy," Thursday, November 21 is Thirsty Thursday, and Friday,
November 22, is Fitness Fiesta Friday. During the week, the Center for Health & Wellness Prize Patrol
will
be giving members prizes including "Let's Get Physical at MCCH" bags. To find out more information about
Anniversary Week activities at the Center for Health & Wellness call 270-762-1FIT.

6010014

" C H (-)toolgoishowessii

P

ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE
SUPPORT

COMPASSIONATE
FRIENDS

Tuesday, November 12 & 26

No meetings scheduled for
November.Contact MCCH
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at
270-762-1274,or Hilda Bennett
at 731-498-8324.

4:30 pm•MCCH Board Room.
An educational program will be
presented on November 12. Contact
Cindy Ragsdale for more information

at 270-762-1108.

DEPRESSION
SUPPORT

ARTHRITIS
SUPPORT

Wednesday, November 6 & 20
10:30 am •Center for Health &
Wellness classroom. Contact Kathy
Culbert, RN,at 270-489-2284, or
Janie at 270-753-9015.

Monday,November 4
WEIGHT MATTERS
Join our monthly group weight maintenance program that includes a nutritional counseling session or
personal training session each month in addition to the monthly meeting. The next group meeting will be held
on Tuesday, November 12 from 10:00 a.m.- 11:00 a.m. at the Center for Health & Wellness. To join you
must have been in Winning By Losing, had previous nutritional counseling or personal training. You must join
for at least six months and the fee is $60. This month's class will be led by Rebecca Wright, MS,RD,LD,on
Body Basics: What's Your Healthy Weight? She will also include information on BMI, waist/hip ratios, etc. For
more information please contact, Health Promotions Coordinator Allison Lancaster at(270)762-1832.

11:15 am •Center for Health &
Wellness classroom. Contact Allison
Lancaster for more information at
270-762-1348.

FIBROMYALGIA
SUPPORT

BREAST CANCER
SUPPORT

No meetings scheduled for
November. Contact Marlane Newell
at 270-753-0043.

No meetings scheduled for
November.•Contact Evelyn Wallis

DIAGNOSING DIABETES
Join us on Wednesday, November 6 from 12:30 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. at the Center for Health & Wellness
Classroom. Tara Shelton, RD,LD,CDE of the Center for Diabetes will discuss signs & symptoms, risk
factors, pre-diabetes and much more. For more information please contact, Health Promotions Coordinator
Allison Lancaster at(270)762-1832.

AGE WITH STRENGTH
As your age increases, so should your strength. Join Exercise Specialist, Rob Weatherly on Thursday,
November 14 from 12:00 p.m. - 12:30 p.m. at the Center for Health & Wellness. Learn how and why your
strength should be upward bound so that as you age you don't lose the strength you need. For more
information contact Health Promotions Coordinator Allison Lancaster at(270)762-1832.

TRIM THE TRIMMINGS

for more information at
270-489-2462.

BREASI LEDING
SUPPORT
MOTHER TO MOTHER

BEREAVEMENT
SUPPORT

Friday, November 1,8, 15,22 & 29

6:30 pm • MCCH Private Dining
Room #1. Contact MCCH
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at
270-762-1274.

Fixing the turkey, stuffing, and all the extras for a Thanksgiving meal is a tradition we all carry from one
generation to the next. Why not make your meal healthier and start a new tradition? Join dietitian Rebecca
Wright. MS, RD,LD,and Clinical Dietetic Intern, Jessica Ball Thursday, November 21 from 12:00 p.m..
12:30 p.m. at the Center for Health & Wellness Conference Room. For more information contact Health
Promotions Coordinator Allison Lancaster at(270)762-1832.

DIABETES SELF-MANAGEMENT CLASSES
These classes are presented by the Center for Diabetes and help create awareness on the latest diabetic
treatments and self-management techniques. For more information or to sign up for the classes, please call
(270)762-1806 or 1-800-822-1840, ext.1806. Thursday, November 21, and Friday, November 22 classes
are being held at the' Center for Health & Wellness from 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

10:30 am •Calloway County Public
Library Annex.Contact Kim
Jastremsky at 270-759-4746.

Thursday, November 14

PARKINSON'S
SUPPORT
Tuesday, November 12
1:00 pm •Center for Health and
Wellness classroom.

Tuesday, November 26
11:30 am •Tom's Grille. Contact
Dixie Hopkins,at 270-753-6001.

ik1 F,
al`

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

803 POPLAR STREET • MURRAY KENTU KY 42071 • 1-800-342-6224 • 270-762-1100
I )1 .1 complete listing ()I N1('Cl s Community Events. Support Groups. I lealth Express stops & Prime Life activiti,

it it,on-link. it www.intirrayllospilal.org
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Finding a niche for pumpkins

PETS OF THE WEEK...Murray-Calloway County Animal
Shelter, located on Shelter Lane, has listed this Chocolate Lab, adult, male, left photo, and this Border Collie/Chaw mix, one year old, named Pitiful, right photo,
among the many animals available for adoption. Shelter
officials urge persons to call the shelter if they have lost
or found an animal. Hours of the shelter are 10 a.m. to
4 p.m., Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., Saturday and closed on Sunday. For information call 7594141.

Controls put on sites for
growing biotech corn
WASHINGTON(AP)— Several
biotech companies have agreed not
to grow genetically engineered corn
intended for pharmaceutical development in states where it could contaminate neighboring fields planted
with crops for human consumption.
The self-imposed moratorium
was adopted this month by members
of the Biotechnology Industry
Organization. A genetically engineered StarLink corn variety
approved solely for animal feed
turned up in taco shells two years
ago, prompting a massive recall and
an expensive recovery effort.
"We've got to eliminate the mis-

conceptions and the fears that were
instilled by the StarLink fiasco,"
said Robert Dose, vice president for
ProdiGene Inc., which has developed a corn that contains an enzyme
for making insulin.
moratorium
voluntary
The
affects states in the corn belt,
including Illinois, Indiana, Iowa and
parts of Kentucky, Minnesota,
Missouri, Nebraska and Ohio.
The government suggested earlier this year that crops intended for
pharmaceutical development should
not be planted near fields devoted to
crops for human food and animal
feed.

"Now's the time of year when
we think of Pumpkins,' I said to
the crowd."And for our program
today, I'd like to introduce Dr.
Elmo Snapp. Dr Snapp specializes
in plant taxonomy, which shows us
where individual plant species fit in
relation to others.'
"That's
right,
Weatherly,"
Dr Snapp
said as he
walked over
to a table
where a 30pound bright
orange
pumpkin
rested.
Agriculture
"It's nice
to know who
Update
you're related
By Lloyd
right?
to,
Weatherly
Kind of puts
Calloway County the family is
Agriculture
perspective.
Extension Agent Some folks
you might
want to claim
as a relation and others you might
distance yourself from," he chuckled,"but if you're related, you're
related. It's also that way with
plants. We can study and understand them better if we know where
they stand in relation to other
plants.
"Halloween is just around the
corner, which brings to mind, naturally, pumpkins. Now, I challenge

you to tell me exactly where pumpkins fit into the grand scheme of
classification and arrangement,
other than finding themselves
carved up and lit up on a porch one
night a year.
"Classifying pumpkins is like
trying to determine how my halfsecond cousin twice removed fits in
relation to my paternal great grandfather, which is one genealogical
hodgepodge."
"1 never did get along with any
of my cousins," a fellow on the
front row stated flatly. "They was a
bunch of braggarts."
"Well, nevertheless, muskmelons, cucumbers and watermelons
are all in the Cucurbitaceae or
gourd family just like I'm in the
Snapp family. We can easily recognize muskmelons, cucumbers and
watermelons just like you can identify me as Elmo Snapp.
"The problem comes when we
toss squash and pumpkins in there
with them because they don't refer
to any specific kind of plant. What
some folks consider to be a squash,
others call a pumpkin and vice
versa. That's as confusing as a
5,000-piece jigsaw puzzle of Elvis
on-stage. As of today, cucurbits are
divided into four major categories,
which we call species, that encompass most pumpkins and squashes."
"Squash is what I always call a
bunch of squash," a fellow in the
back announced. "S9uashes sound
kind of funny to me.'
"Yes, as I said, the first species

is Curcubita pepo, which has two
subgroups. C. pepo variety pepo
has your true pumpkins, like
Connecticut Field, and acorn
squash, or squashes." Dr. Snapp
quickly glanced at the fellow in the
back.
"C. pepo variety melopepo has
your zucchini squash and yellow
crookneck squash. So, pumpkins
and squash are both in pepo. About
as clear as my windshield- after a
hot summer night drive."
Dr. Snapp gradually increased
his tempo as he further confused
the crowd with a mesh of taxonomical rhetoric.
"The next species is Cucurbita
maxima. which are your true
squashes. It contains Hubbard and
Buttercup varieties, as well as your
huge pumpkins, like Atlantic Giant,
which goes over 1,000 pounds.
"And, furthermore, the third
species, C. moschata has butternut
squashes, winter crookneck squashes and Kentucky Field pumpkins,
while the fourth species, C. mixta
has your cushaws and Japanese Pie,
which is a pumpkin." Dr. Snapp
paused briefly while he caught his
breath. "About as easy to comprehend as a wadded up 50-foot garden hose."
"I got a hose reel, but it's more
trouble than it's worth. The pipe
doesn't wind up even on the reel,"
another voice in the back
announced.
Dr. Snapp ignored the comment
and continued. "And, what's more,

we haven't even mentioned gourds.
They have to fit in there somewhere."
Dr. Snapp patted the big pumpkin on the table. "Sometimes fewer
technicalities are best, so we'll
draw several conclusions to untangle the hose, so to speak. What we
call pumpkins differ from what we
call squashes by having coarser,
more strongly flavored flesh and
rinds that are softer at maturity than
winter squashes but harder than
summer squashes.
"Furthermore, squashes are not
round, not orange and are a vegetable type of food. Pumpkins are
round, orange and, if consumed,
employed as a dessert."
"That simplifies things for the
little man," a voice from the middle
of the crowd said, "not that I'm
going to lose any sleep deciding the
difference in squashes and pumpkins. I think I've got enough sense
not to try carving a zucchini or yellow crookneck squash for
Halloween. And I,sure won't slice
up a pumpkin for the stir-fry."
Educational programs of the
Kentucky Cooperative Extension
Service serve all people regardless
of race. color, age, sex, religion,
disability or national origin.
University of Kentucky, Kentucky
State University, U.S. Department
ofAgriculture, and Kentucky counties, cooperating.

Call Tim, He Can Help!

LANCE ALLISON

Tim Thurmond

CITY COUNCIL
r#7 On The Ballot

AWESOME OCTOBER DEALS
2002 Chevrolet S-10
Stock #GT2124

Interest Rates As Low As 0% APR**

2003 Chevrolet Silverado
Extended Cab 4WD

frj/1'

Stock #GT3062

16,135.00

MSRP
Peppers Disc.
+ Rebate

—

5,159.00

'10,976'
Tht

2003 Chevrolet Impala

Peppers Disc.
+ Rebate

MSRP

6,363.00

$22,716.00

Peppers Disc.

3,196.47

'19,51953*

2003 Chevrolet Monte Carlo

2003 Chevrolet Avalanche

Stock #GC3024

Stock #GT3067

36,496.00

Peppers Disc.
+ Rebate

—

$29,96300*

Stock #GC3113

+ Rebate

msRp

'36,326.00

MSRP

MSRP

'24,685.00

Peppers Disc.
—6,510.00

+ Rebate

$29,98600*
/

—

3,393.00

'21,29163*

immilmgonlank

1-4

-..11•411111.

*All prices after rebate. All prices are taxes, title & license additional.
**For qualified buyers.

AIM

CHEVY

CHEVY

4;Z=7
WE'LL BE THERE

Longest Lasting
Most Dependable Trucks

"I‘hatever it takes, We Want to be your car or truck c

paint

i
pptTy
a
2420 E. Wood St. p
1-800-325-3229
731-642-3900

www.peppersauto.com

Hrs..
M-F 8 a.m.-6 p.m.;

Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
-The Fusion of Design and Technology"

VEHICLE LIST
2002 Chevrolet Silverado - 4 WD,Ext
2002 Chevrolet Silverado - 2 WD,Ext
2002 Cadillac Deville - 6,000 miles
2002 Chevrolet Impala 2002 Chevrolet Impala 2001 Chevrolet Silverado - 4WD,IS

Cave 2001 Oldsmobile Silhouette - Prcrnier!. .'19,576'
59,454"
Save 2001 Ford Rangers - XLT
17,9794°
'34,063" 2000 Dodge Durango -SLT
'22,551'
-4WD
'14,980" 2000 Toyota 4Runners SR5
'31,863"
14,473' 2000 Chevrolet Corvette - 20,00(1 miles
18,806' 2000 Chevrolet Camaro - RS Appearance, 15,000
miles, T-tops

2000 Chrysler LHS - Chrome wheels, pearl paint
n5,6or
'9,836"
.
Loaded
SS
Carlo
2000 Chevrolet Monte
....40,986"
cab
reg.
1999 Chevrolet Silverado - 4WD,
1999 Isuzu Rodeo LS - 1 owner
1999 GMC Vanqura Conversion Van - High top
16,819"
leather

516,954"
1999 Cadillac STS - Fully loaded •
AWD,
13aurer,
Eddie
Explorer
Ford
1998
1998 Pontiac Sunfire - White, coupe,sharp '5,8021998 Plymouth Breeze - Automatic, low miles'6,174'
'14,645"
1997 Chevrolet Taho LT - Leather
'10,661"
dually
cab,
Crew
F-350
1995 Ford
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Classifieds
Murray Ledger & 'tunes I. air Housing Act Notice

ADJUSTMENTS
Admarbeers are requested to check tie tem
nsertion of Mar ads lor any WM Murray

AU mid mate advenned herein is suhust to the Federal Fair
Howie,Act Mack wakes a illegal to advertise any preferew-c
lirtilise or Irmorimisstioa bend as ram. W.rearm& as.

Ledger & Tress sal be responstile lor crav one
11101.11d be report
rnmediasslv so oorrecticns can be made

Sandie., famial NOM er Naomi arises. or mention it, make
any such prefenson. rmatiaiam or disaWeire
State Laws forbid diraileirtion la the sale. metal or adseniung •
real elute based of boors io addition so those pearesed under fed

AD DEADLINES
Fri. 11 a.m.
Tuesday.--............._....Mon. 11 a.m.
Mon. 5 p.m.
Wednesday
Wed. 11 a.m.
Thursday
Wed. 5 p.m.
Friday

eral lass

noarrect meellion.My GM

Monday

Thur 12 p m

Saturday

We will not knowingly accept an "housing tut real CSLIIC si,hkh
is in violation of the Las All pawn, are herrns inlorincd dui all
dwellings advertised are asailaMe on 1 equal
opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair Housing AJscrtisIng
requirements. contact NAA Counsel Rene P Mdarr.
(103)648-1000

...111•114

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
145
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Equipment
r
wood
i
Musical
Mob*, Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Properly
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATVs
Auto Pans
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
131SPEAlir
$7.25 Column Inch, 60`i Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Da.* Perti.ii

$2.60 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

LINE Allti
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
11.60 extra for

Shopper tMoo. Clasatfieds go Into Shopping

$2.60 extra for Woad boa ada.

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
060
Help Wanted
COMPUTER Programmer
Part-time, Write DB Code
Assist hardware. Cal
Steve Passmore 519
8563.

In Loving Memory
of My Sis,
Mabel Winchester,

who passed

EMT/FR or above with
open availability required,
PT/FT 270-395-3102 or

away

10-27-01

1177-909-2558

In life, she always told me no matter which
path our lives may take, let us always
remember the great times we shared
together and, so shall, it always be.
Missing You,
Your Sis,
Linda West Wyatt
020

020
Notice

Notice

STEVE VIDMER
Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray,Kentucky
(270)753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

Financial

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
Hunters Paradise Wildlife
Refuge. 300 Acres, groups
welcome 270-489-2116 If
no answer leave message
SANDRA D's Diner
753-Food.
Get your Gift Certificates
Now.
•Baked Potatoes available
for lunch.
*Spaghetti is back on
Wednesdays.
•Pint size mom made
House & Ranch Dressings, now available to take
home.
(While Supplies Last)

NEW NOW
AVAILABLE
Individual major
medical use any
doctor or hospital
affordable rate.
Policy good up to
3 years.

Boyer Insurance
Call 888-755-5634
STERLING Silver
Jewelry
Cherry's Jewelry.
Great Selection.
Great Prices.
Open Wed-Sat
11 00-6 00
in Mayfield, KY
(270) 247-1997

Thinking of
buying a house,
mobile home, car
or you just want
to consolidate
your bills.
At ROSSTINE

FINANCIAL,
the sky is the
limit. We can get
you approved for
one of our great
loan programs
today.
Mortgages,
Personal Small
Business Loans

Call
(866)520-8925
NO FEES TO APPLY
050
Lost and Found

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted

Open up
to the
possibility_
H

of finding
dream borne

in the
Classifieds
Ledger &Times
753-1916

s

ASSEMBLER/ Repair
Technician
Huffy Service First, Inc is
looking for quality individuals to service Major retailers Ideal candidate will be
mechanically inclined with
good people shills Person
will need to be able to
pass a background check
drug screen, work weekends & travel locally Earnings are between $9 & $12
per hour if Interested call
Ben at 800-952-4738, opt
1 Ext 4160 Please leave
name and phone * including area code
CABLE TV Collectors &
Manager needed for
Murray, Mayfield Benton
& Pans Top dollar pay
Cali Tim (731) 879-0011
Interviews held Monday
afternoon in Murray

ESSENTIAL Day Spa is
now hiring for the position
of Office Manger. Send
Resumes to: 1311 Johnson Blvd Murray, KY or
Call 767-0760
FULL time and part time
LPN position available.
Must be licensed in the
state of Kentucky. Apply in
person at Brittenhaven of
Benton Hwy 641 S., Benton, Ky. 42025. EOE/AAE
MEDICAL Billing Coordimust
have
nator;
Medical/Insurance billing
capabilities,
computer
skills. Send resume to: PO
Box 1040-Y, Murray, Ky
42071
PART time CMA position
available Must hold current CNA/CMa certification. Apply in person at
Bratenhaven of Benton
Hwy 641 S., Benton. Ky.
42025. EOE/AAE
PART-TIME office help for
local church Computer
and people skills required
Please send resume and
references to PO Box
1040-B, Murray, Ky. 42071

PICK
THE
BEST
Better People.
Better Opportunities.
Papa John's delivers the
perfect pizza and the
perfect opportunity for
dynamic individuals. We
are the fastest growing
pizza
company
in
America and currently
seek the following fulltime individuals:
SHIFT LEADER
LATE NIGHT
IN STORE PERSONAL
(35 Per Week M-F)
Our employees enjoy flexible schedules: bi-weekly
paychecks, a fun work
environment, the potential
for advancement, pizza
discounts, comprehensive
training, 401(k).
Apply now at
Papa John's
656 N. 12th St.,
Murray, KY.
No Phone Calls Please

lir 'ler Ingriala n!•
latryr Pi/Li
http //www papaiohns.com

CHILDREN'S
DIRECTOR

Domestic & Childcare
WILL do house cleaning
753-1016
120
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives.
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods.
519 S 12th Murray.
ELECTRIC
heaters, air
conditioners, used carpeting, refrigerators and
stoves. 753-4109
150
Articles
For Sale
DISH NETWORK
Free Satellite system, free
installation. 50 channels
plus 8 channels of HBO
only $36.98 per month.
Before getting a satellite
system, check out our
service department. Come
by Beasley's at 400 N. 4th
Street or call 759-0901 to
schedule your installation.
GOOD USED
BUILDING MATERIAL.
*1/4 plate glass cut to size
-2"x4" up to 12' lengths
•1"x8" & 1"x10" Knotty
Pine T&G •8' to 12' lengths
•Prehung doors & windows
-King water bed -All types
of materials, Ect.
Low Prices
436-6400 Anytime
L.P. Gas Refills
New OPD Valves and
100 LB cyl. in stock.
B & B Broker's.
753-4389
LIFT Chair, wall hugger,
never used. Call 753-5995
After 6.00 p m
LIKE new yard Vacuum &
chipper. Used once. $200.
753-0186
RASCAL II Electric mobility, large deluxe 3 wheeler,
1996 model used very little, like new, $1,200.00,
electric hoist $350.00. Call
i274) 474-8878.
STRAW for sale.
$2.00 bale.
759-4718 Night
753-4582. Day
SUNTANA Wolff system
Tanning Bed $600. Call after 4pm 753-0736
USED Office Furniture,
Metal Desk, File
Cabinets, Bookcases.
Twin Lakes Office
Product Inc.
753-0123

Large United
Methodist Church
seeks full-time
director of
children's programming. Successful
candidate will
develop, organize
and conduct
activities for
children, birth
through sixth grade.
Please send resume
and references to
P.O. Box 1040-B
Murray, KY 42071

SOFA and Love Seat,
condition.
Excellent
5300.00. 759-1094.

090
Domestic & Childcare

Mobile Homes For Sale

FRICK-N-FRACK
Cleaning
Thorough house cleaning
at affordable rates
Call for appointment
759-5267 or 489-6218
KIDS Krew Daycare Ages
6 week to Pre-school
Open 530 a.m. to 6.00
p.m 810 Whitnell
759-3333

270
Mobile Homes For Sale

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

95 16x65 2BR, 2BA, like
new in town w/front porch
and awning $22,000 7539603

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

FALL Specials
Keith Baker Homes, Inc.
Paris Location.
Exclusive Fleetwood
dealer.
Falling pnces.
*2003 14x50 2 bed, 1 bath
$12,900.00.
*2003 1680 3bed, 2 bath,
vinyl siding, shingle roof,
thermo pane windows
$23,900.00.
*New- 24x48 3 bed, 2
bath Double wide, open
floor plan. $27,900.00.
Fleetwood 2 year warranty
on New Homes. Also
pre-owned & Bank Repo
Homes.
(731) 644-0012
1-800-533-3568
MOBILE home-2 Bedroom, 1 Bath on approx. 2
acres, 1/2 mile from lake.
Very nice with extras
$33,000.00. 767-0202
TRAILER- 14x70 & wood
bldg- 10'3x16. Has to be
moved. $4,250. for both.
761-1953 or 753-8285.
Both in good condition.
VERY nice 91 Fleet wood
14x64 2 bedroom, 1 bath.
split plan, cathedral ceilings, C/H/A, under pending and decks included.
$11.800.00. Call 7532905.

Lou V. McGary

Limousines &Vans

Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

rs-iatumy
-

304 Main St.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

1.8814-FOR MRJS
14K8-367-6757

12701759-5000

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $812 on Part A; $100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.

All Occasion Transportation • Airport Service • Certified Drivers

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Commercial Waste
Disposal
All Types of Refuse Service

PLACE YOUR AD HERE!
for as little as

$6.00 per week.

1-800-585•6033

113 Week Contract)

PLANNING AHEAD

COUNTRY CHEVROLET
104 W. 5th Street
BENTON, KY 42025-0605

• Wide range of pre-planning
options.

Come see Gary Key
for all your new a
used vehicle needs.

• Plans are personalized for you.
• Payment options available.

753-6800
Office

BLALOCK-COLEMAN

"Family Owned
&Operated"

FUNERAL
HOME
Keith & Kelvin York

JIM KELLY
LICENSED
*DRESENTATIVE

753-8697
Home

Chevy & GMC Pickups • TrailBlazers • Suburbans
Tahoes • Envoys • Yukons
CHEVROLET • OLDSMOBILE • PONTIAC • BUNN • GlIC

713 South
4th St.

877-280-7970

Bus. Phone (270)527-8671

Call Tammy Stom or Jill Stephens at 753-1916
and place your ad today!
Apartments For Rent
1-2, 3br apts. furnished.
near MSU. 753-1252 or
753-0606.

320
Apartments For Rent

320
Apartments For Rent

FOR Rent Large 2 Bed
room, 2 full bath Brick Du
plex. All appliances fur
nished plus lawn service
in quiet neighborhood.
753-7903.

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
S100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
(:a11 Today!
753-8668.

Houses For Rent
4BR house. Lease and de
posit required. 753-4109

18Ft apt available, all ap*605 Sycamore-Nice 3
pliances furnished. Murbedroom, gas, $525.00.
Cal Realty 753-4444
Washer & Dryer.
1BR Apt. $225.
•1609 Farmer. Duplex,
FORREST View ApartSmall pets okay.
SUB-LEASE available 44 near MSU, 2 bedroom,
ments 1213 N. 16th St.,
Coleman RE
Murray Place Apartments $385.00.
now accepting applicatifans
759-4118
ASAP, until Dec. $250.00 Washer & Dryer.
1BR furnished, low utilit- for 2br townhouses, basic month obo. 753-3814.
753-0919 or 1-800-589ies, no pets. $225.00 rent $325/ month. Call
7956_
340
montla_za3,asla_ 753-1970. Leave MesHouses For Rent
2 Bedroom, No pets 753- 2BR Duplex at 1304 Val- sage. Equal Housing Opsmall
country
CUTE9866
home 1 bedroom $290/
leywood Dr. $375. per portunity.
month. 759-4406
Bath, month plus security 4742 Bedroom, 1
2 BR, 1 Bath, furnished,
2520
$195.00
month
+
deposit
GREAT
2br
townhouse.
Duplex,
C/H/A.
well maintained, located 5 2BR
dead end street. applian- in Panorama Shores. 753- LARGE 3br house, fift
1909B
Westwood
Dr.
minutes North of Murray,
ces furnished, screened in 9826.
icsonth fence in back1 1/2 miles off 641 on 35 Lease. No pets. $360. plus
porch. 2 level. 519-0599
deposit.
753-8002
acres. $325.00. (270) 4422&3 Bedroom houses for
2BR duplex, stove and re9104.
rent. Coleman RE 759and leav
frigerator. $300. month, LARGE Duplex 3br, 2 4118.
3BR. $275
$300 deposit. 1517 1/2 bath, den & livingroom. apbedroom
one
SMALL
3 BR, 1 Bath Brick house.
753-6012
Henry St. Call 435-4125
pliances, 1 car garage. 2 car garage, located house, quiet area, close to
Available now. Lease, no North edge of City limits. Aurora. $250.00 rent/
2BR NEAR MSU
pets. $600 plus deposit. 559-1834. 753-5960. 753- $250.00 deposit + utilities,
Apartments For Rent
Coleman RE 759-4118
489-2195 after 6pm
no pets. (270) 354-6040.
4389.
2BR Duplex C/H/A
1 Bedroom apartment,
Coleman RE 759-4118
partially furnished, some
utility paid, W+D available, 3 BR, Apt. C/H/A, Newly
redecorated. Located on
no pets. 767-9037.
campus, $400.00 month (2
1 OR 2br apts. near down- people) $435.00 month (3
town Murray starting at people) includes water
$200/mo. 753-4109.
sewage and trash. 435Today more than ever, we appreciate the courage and dedication
4632 or 559-8510.
by our men and women in uniform. This Veterans Day.
shown
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
honor a veteran with a special message in our newspaper
4br, Diuguid Drive. ColeApply at Mur-Cal Apts.

HONOR A

VETERAN

902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056

man RE 759-4118.

SLEEPING rooms 1 1/2
miles from MSU $150 a
month, all utilities paid. No
pets. 767-9037

In Honor of
TSGT JAL Rnrkeen
Thank you for the lime you
served our country. We love
vou and are proud of you.

firl,111140p

Your family

MOVE
SPECIAL

1981 743 Bobcat loade
56,500 00 (270) 382-3915
220

In Memory of
Paul Douglas Moore

Musical

"No Tricks Just Treats"

FENDER Princeton Amp
2 10's, 2 channels, like
new, $280 00 Call 7593394-

Don't let the goblins of
Halloween scare you away
from making the move to the
newly renovated

270

1994 Fleetwood 14x70
2BR/2Bth.Washer/Dryer/
Ref , Central Air, Gas
Heat/Stove. Located in
Riviera Cts $15,800 00.
Call 792-4924- Leave
Message after 3:30 p.m.

INSURANCE

111r.fJcz latipteJ •)ifS

Murray, KY 42071

WHY Not Buy A Better
Home? 2003 Sunshine
doubles. 3 bedroom, 2
bath only $39,900. or 4
bedroom, den, 2 bathonly
$49,900.
Arrowhead Homes
Sales, Inc.
3124 Hwy. 79N.,
Pans, Tn
811-754-6900

190
Farm Equipment

1993 16x80 Buccaneer, 3
bedroom. 2 bath Newly
remodeled & well maintained. $15,000 753-7901
or 759-4599.

VISA

ELOISE FULLER
APARTMENTS
Call Today and ask about our
Leasing Specials

4

206 W. SOUTH STREET
MAYFIELD, KY

270-247-1848 O

1111011NaNs

LENDER

7Vicest
Senior

jiousing

1949 - 1990
Thank you for serving our
Country.
Sadly Missed

Your Family & Friends

II
so
auWe

-

quire

$10.00

Per Veteran

Name, Picture & 20 Word Messaxe

DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES WILL
BE NOVEMBER 6 AT 5 P.M.

Murray Ledger & Times - Veterans
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
For more information contact
Tammy Stom or Jill Stephens at 753-1916.

PUBLIC AUCTION

Used Cars

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Sat., Nov. 2nd•12:00 PM

2001 Red Corvette,
absolutely brand new,
7 000 miles Black sport
leather seats. smokeglass
removeable top, headS up
display, fully loaded
$46,000 New $38,900
435-4632

401 South 16th Street
Calloway County, Murray, Kentucky
7 ROOM • 4 BM-HS • BRICK HOME • 2 CAR GARAGE
OR 4 BEDROOM • FULL BASEMENT • CENTRAL HEAT & AIR

L

1988 Olds Cutlass Ciera,
one owner, 54xxx miles,
good condition $2,500 00
759-1882
500
Used Trucks

I

LOCATION: Main Street to South 11th Street.(SIGNS POSTED)
Built in 1970 the 1 1/2 story brick home having approx 6,000 sq. ft. consists of living
room/dining room combo with gas logs. Pnvate master bedroom and bath. Very nice
kitchen with new cabinets and countertops - new refrigerator - range hood - wood floors
and walk-in pantry. 3-4 bedrooms, den with wet bar and extra closet area, Home remodeled
with many amenities, two fireplaces with gas logs. 2 car attached garage. Full basement
it h fireplace and new gas logs also kitchen area and bath. Central heat & air, 100 x 180
level lot. Hardwood floors, alarm system, fenced back yard, Taxes: S1.439.42. Possession
date or deed plus 30 days
FERMS: All cash, 15% earnest Money deposit day of sale, balance at closing with in 45 days.
Buyer to pay own deed & title. Slake your own loan arrangements prior to sale day. Inspection
/1:00 am sale day. only.
LEAD BASED PAINT: If you desire to have a lead base evaluation. it must be conducted prior to
sate.(no buyers premium).
Calls (931) 232-6633(24 hrs.) for brochure or www.jheavenen.com
In cooperation with:
DARRELL WATSON,AUCTIONEER
RE/MAX Lakeland Properties
714 Donelson Parkway, Dover, Tennessee 37048 - KY License 15761
(931) 232-6633
Announcements made day of sale take precedence over all printed material
JAY HEAVENER
AUCTION & REALTY ASSOCIATES

525.00
GIVE AWAY

402 Two Mile Place • Goodlettville, TN 37072
(818) 859-8633
www.Jhewvener.com • FL 3840
360
Storage Rentals
20FT x 50 FT storage
building located off North
4th Street behind Beasley
Antenna and Satellite. Call
759-0901.
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-S40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

EASTSIDE

1113

MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536
NORTHWOOD STORAGE
Available-Various
Units
sizes Call (270) 762-0196.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
.A1.1. SIZE uNrrs
.AVAILABLE

753-3853
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
*Heated &oat &
RV Storage
753-9600
380
Pets & Supplies
6 week old male registe
Toy Poodle, creme color.
$300.00 (270)436-6338

455
Acreage

Acreage

Timber company liquidating land &
timber investment, excellent hunting
and fishing properties:

2300 acres ± Tiptonville, TN on MS River
4 miles from Reelfoot Lake, one of a kind.
450 acres ± Newport, AR on White River.
300-1500 ± acres in state of Mississippi.
2500 acres ± non contiguous tracts in
Louisiana.

C9
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

1-800-844-3092 daytime 8-5
662-453-7770 evening 6-9 p.m.
460

460

Homes For Sale

Homes For Sale

ZZk \i)
e,

1sQ
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)• Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU:
•I00%. loan, no money down • Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

Global Mortgage Link
Gerry Puckett• Darr-en A. Jones•Jacquelyn Watson •Patty Butler
753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite 13
2 BR, 1 BA with Living
Room and Large Family
Room. Has attached
Garage and Large Backyard. 915 N. 18th Street.
759-1868.

440
Lots For Sale
LARGE lot for sale
(160x190) located in ex
elusive area of town
Ready to build on, all city
utilities Contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222

3300 Sq. Ft. of living
space including 3br. 3 1/2
bath with full finished walk
in basement, 1 acre wood
lot, approx. 1 mile west of
McCracken County line.
$179,900. 898-2261 or
442-7491.

FOR SALE
BY OWNER
Martin Heights 1542 Whippoorwill
3 or 4 bedrooms,
BLT 1989, new roof,
new stove, freshly
painted. 2050 sq, ft.,
1/2 ac, lot, sprinkler
system, deck &
custom gazebo and
walkways, nicely

Need In place a all?

REDUCE
2 or 3 bedroom in city, low
fifty 753-5114 or 759-8200

[

AKC Pug Puppies
753-5867
3BR, 1 bath brick home.
BLACK Lab mix puppies
Large Family room, defree to good home 753tached carport. 1204 Mel
6619
rose, shown by Appt. 753DOG Obedience
5892
Master Trainer.
436-2858
BY Owner: 2 BR, 1 Bath,
FOR SALE: Reg.. English vinyl siding, unfinished
Setter puppies. "Tricky upstairs. Mid 50's. Olive
Dick Champion blood line." St. Murray. Appointment
$150. (270)247-5222.
only, 436-6260.
FULL Blooded, Rat TerriCOUNTRY living at its
er, 2 Female, 3 Male , 6
best. 2 bedroom brick with
weeks old. $75.00 each
attached garage located
436-5870 or 436-2731
on 1.3 acres just .4.5 miles
SHELTIE Puppies AKC
west of Murray city limits.
Sable & White
Corner lot with lots of ma1-270-354-8211
tures trees. House newly
redecorated throughout_
Livestock & Supplies
Must see to appreciate. By
appointment only. Call
Charlais 753-5975.
REGISTERED
Bull. Born September
NEW Duplex for sale, 3br,
1999. weighs 1.400 lbs,
utility room, kitchbreeder. 2 bath.
excellent
den.
Each side is
en,
$800.00. (270) 436-2007.
leased for year. Great investment. Call 753-3966.
Real Estate
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth"

MINOR
SHINE

landscaped,

Call us we will be
glad to help.

2 car att. gar. w/lots

Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

489-2641

of storage.

Sport Utility Vehicles
121

530
Services Offered

-1990 Full Size Bronco,
4W/D, $2,800 00
•1985 Dodge 3/4 Ton Van
$500.00 753-7444
1995 Ford F-250
437-4943
88 S-10 Pick up, P/S, P/B,
Auto, V6, Cold Air. 7539401
"HOT"- 1988 Chevy SR
pickup. Jasper 350 rebuilt
engine. Less than 6,000
miles, rebuilt trans, same.
HP crank, new carb, new
brakes, new headliner.
Chevy Sub hood. 2 new
mufflers, dual exhaust, turbo gauges, tinted windows, Am/Fm CD, tires 2
95x50, rims 15x10. Body
in excellent condition. 7593401 7am . 4pm.
Boats & Motors

ALTERATIONS
Machine Quilting
Window Traatment
Murray Sewing Center
759-8400
Asphalt SEALCOATING
& STRIPING
Call Ronnie Geurir
-The Asphalt Doctor"
•Compare our work
*Compare our prices
•References furnished
*Workmanship & Material
Guaranteed
•Fully Insured
•Free Estimates
270-759-1953

AAA Carpentry,
Electrical, Remodeling,
All types of building
Fast efficient. Good workmanship, ceramic tile
counter; floor, decks.
35 years experiences
436-6400
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages. Pole Barns, Metal Buildings, Fencing.
Quality Workmanship.
Licensed
753-7860. 753-1194.

AFFORDABLE Mower repair, tillers, go carts, etc.
Free pickup, delivery. 43E2867
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
New Const. Home & Mobile Home repair, Termite
& Water Damage, Replacement Windows. Vinyl
Siding, Painting, Decks.
Call Larry Nimmo.
753-9372. 753-0353.

FALL Lawn Care.
Leaf Mulching or Raking.
489-2989.
FENCING
MIDWAY FENCE
COMPANY.
*Complete Line
•Free Estimates
*Insured
759-1519.

Alinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick 'All External Cleaning

in stock.

'Acid Cleaning Available

#1 & #2 available in most colors

•We Use Hut Water *Parking Lots & Dnveways
David

Phone (270)767-0313
(270) 527-7176

Borders

-

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Lamb Brothers Inc.
Du Lamb Bros.Tree Service
(UM 753-2555•MOM NAM)
Iree de Slump Removal
Free Estimates
Tree Trimming
24 Hr Service
Cleanup Service
Hedge Trimming
Full Line of Equipment
LICENSED & INSURED
President: Luke Lamb

A Bigger Selection - A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop --- Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD•CARPET

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

•

WE DO!

Over 34 Years Experenc.'

Visit Our Showroom Today
CC

Torn
Taylor
40

•

KnqPrs

M.T.O
-

0
0

•

-J
)-

Hanoi ICY

nri 641 -1.1/7 lilies South ol *ray to Tan Taylor Road Righ4l54 stit
5CERAMIC TILE•COMP TILE•VINYL•HARDWOOD•CARPET

Tom
airammi
767-9036

VANCE
CONTRACTING
994-0388

custom homes, additions
remodeling • custom wood work
ceramic tile • skylights
custom bathrooms • pressure washing
painting interior and exterior
Many Quality References Available

LOTS FOR SALE

HAMILTON

Starting at S12,500
Price includes water, septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

Granite - Marble - Fabrication

270-437-4838

• Kitchen Counters • Fireplaces
• Tub Decks • Back Splashes • Showers

AHART & CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION

Message 753-8087
Evening 753-2041

Also top soil and gravel
3301 St. Rt. 121 N.. Murrin. KY

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•36 years experience
'Interior & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
*No Job too small
'Free estimates
Please call 753-8858.

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

HAULING
Cleaning out garages,
sheds, carport ahcs
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb

*Carpets *Furniture
•Emergency water
removal
'Free Estimates.
'Wrinkle Repair
•Quick Drying

FIX It UP
We Do It Right
The First Time!
Home Improvements,
General Maintenance,
Landscaping, Decks
752-0776 Cell

NEED Help Moving?
No job too small
Please call 354-6473

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-2839.

YARD Sale leftovers?
Will pick up
Call Rob 753-8117
or Gary 767-0905

1996 Land Rover/Range
Rover, 4.0, SE, Dark
Green with saddle leather,
never
miles,
102K
wrecked, always maintained, local car, must see
to appreciate. Loan value
Asking
$13.000.00.
$12,500.00. Day: (270) BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
759-4700. Night: (270) HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday. Oct.
759-1204.
29, 2002:
You jump past a boundary' with associ97 Jeep all time 4 WD ates this year.
Often, you could find
Grand Cherokee Limited.
yourself confused about the "what ifs."
Silver, V-6, moonroof.
Learn to ask questions and not to worry.
Want to buy women size
Learn to clear out your feelings, even if
7-8 low waist bluejean.
you're uncomfortable with them at times.
489-2699
Moderation helps you make the right
490
choices. You put in many long hours, but
Used Cars
you also gain professionally. In fact,
you're likely to receive a pay raise or
1984 Delta 88 Oldsmobile promotion. If you are single. you will
70,xxx miles. 753-8856
encounter that special person mid-2003.
Meanwhile, enjoy the busy pace and
1996 Ford Taurus GL, meeting new people. If you're attached,
Hunter Green, 4-door
share more of your professional life with
sedan, 96,000 miles, great your mate. You bond because of your
condition, $6,000.00. Call willingness to share. LEO pushes
you
753-0291
into the limelight.
•90 Pontiac Sunbrrd Convertible, 130,xxx miles The Stars Show the Kind of Day' You'll
New top, good tires. Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
$1.800
3-Average; 2-So-so: I -Difficult
•96 Geo Tracer, New soft
top 107.xxx miles $2,800. ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
492-8318
***** Be extremely playful and
or
direct. Your ability to understand where
753-4987
others are coming from makes a signifi86 Toyota MR2, 1600 cc, cant difference in how you deal with
Twin Cam. 4 cyl, 5-speed, what might be dropped on your plate.
rebuilt motor, sun roof, Kick back and be understanding. Then
must sell, $1,500 00. 753- make a decision. Tonight: Be your playful self.
0533
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
'87 White Camaro 1-Roc
*** Stay calm, even with a lively
Z28, P/W, P/L, T-tops, 350
work situation. You might not appreciate
TPI, 5 speed $2,700
what is tossed on your plate. On the other
OBO 753-1723
hand, do some firm thinking about what
'89 Pontiac Bonneville, you want. Realize more of your goals by:
White 4-door $1,200 00 working with others. Tonight: Move on
0E10 Can be seen at
home.
corner of 6th and Chest- GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
nut 436-6260
***** Your belief that a problem
could work itself out throws a different
99 Mazda 626 LX, 4 cyt ,
auto loaded, $8,100 0130 perspective on an issue Brainstorming
easily unearths solutions. Someone
Must sell 492-6196

We

"We Specialize in Cleaning"

BARRY James
Electronic Shop.
Most electronics Repaired
Stereos installed
759-2457.

D. G.
Landscaping & Nursery
•Overseedingi Fertilizer
*Trimming
'Leaf Mulching
•Box blading/ Bushogging
(270)753-2210.

now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 8r 26 gauge

Services

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113

CARPORTS Starting at
2 Sea-doos & trailer
$675. installed. Roy Hill
89' VIP 19' boat & trailer
Call 753-8251 or 559-8225 (270)436-2113.
CHIM Chim
Chimney Sweep
Services Offered
Chimney Cleaning and
chimney caps.
hauling,
A
affordable
109' Senior Discount
cleaning out garages, atTracy Manning
tics. gutters, junk, tree
435-4006
work. 436-5141.
CONCRETE fininshing
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULFree estimates
ING junk clean up. cleansidewalks, driveways,
ing out sheds, gutters, tree
patios.
work 436-2867
435-4619.
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal.
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates

Your Home Improvement Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Roofing Metal

ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Y rs experience
New ConstructionRemodeling* tlepairsConcrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272

BRANDON'S Outdoor
Services.
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
*Bush Hogging•Tilling.
(270)436-5277.
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437-4838 or
270 559-4986

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

Antique & Custom
furniture repairs
Chairs, tables,
cabinetry.
Will also build
custom pieces tr,s

ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional.
435-4645.

match existing or
custom
Call Rich at
Creative Designs
(270)436-2805

THERAPEUTIC
MASSAGE
853-1172
Murray.

tenger
a Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916

TOM'S Window Cleaning
Painting, Pressure Wash
767-9013.

753-5827.
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling. Quality Work,
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters. 7532592

Yard Sale
YARD SALE
"A Pack Rat's Nest'
yard Sale/Flea Market

Downtown
Aurora, KY
Now thru Oct.
31, 2002
Wed-Fri. 9-5
Furniture, antiques.
dolls, household
items, Junk, new stuff
added weekly.

Free Pallets
of
Loading Dock
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

Horoscopes
backs down from a previously untenable
stand. Make your best offer. Tonight:
Hang at a favorite spot.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Financial matters will work out if
you just relax. Sometimes when you
push too hard, you manage to get others'
dander up. Handle personal matters
directly. Understand a work or health
issue and what needs to happen. Tonight:
Treat yourself to a new item.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Your smile helps you push
through paperwork and get the job done.
Your personality melts others' natural
resistance, especially
a friend's.
Carefully consider your options that
revolve around a friendship. Use your
resourcefulness Tonight: Share your
happiness.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Listen to what someone tosses in
your face. Think carefully about your
long-term desires. Honor more of what
you would like to do financially. Don't
automatically close doors. Instead, work
on opening them. Listen to suggestions.
Tonight: Curl up with a good hook.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221
***** What you say goes. You
don't need to push to have someone
agree with you. You gain through forcefully presenting your facts. Understand
someone and where he or she is coming
from. Try another way of communicating. Tonight: Attend an important meeting or get-together.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211
*** Others watch your performance.
You might want to assume a greater leadership position, but others test your mettle. You might want to adjust some of
your views when you get a broader picture Read between the lines v) ith a boss
or older relative. Tonight: A must performance.
SAGMARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Understand that you need to

p.

adapt. Not everything is always as you
see it. Be open to new possibilities that
come through a friend or perhaps someone at a distance. Take a risk, even if you
might be a bit uncomfortable with a
choice or decision. Tonight: Browse
through your favorite music store.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Work with associates. Refuse
to push others into doing what you want;
instead, work individually with those
who might be instrumental to a key project. You might have to revive your
thoughts and ideas. Someone praises
you. You love it. Tonight: Allow a partner to dote on you.
AQUARIUS (Ian. 20-Feb. 181
***** Allow others to come forward and share more. Your efforts to

understand could be helped by key associates. Let someone else think that your
idea is his or hers, as hard as that might
be. Know when to back down. Look to
the overall good. Tonight: Go along with
another's plans.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Do your best to work with others
You don't have to agree. but you do need
to come to terms with a personal or business partner. This person could be overly
verbal or difficult. Know when to put a
halt to a situation. Listen, but be able to
say "no." Tonight: Work off stress at the
gym.
BORN TODAY
Actor Richard Dreyfuss (1947), actress
Kate Jackson (1948)

Need Help Stuffing Your
Stockings This Year?
4111.

Get $500.00 With A Payment
As Low As $36.50 Per Mo.
36.00% APR

Holiday Cash Needs • Establish Credit
• Medical Expenses • New Clothing
• Home/Auto Repairs Consolidate Bills

WE CAN HELP!!

HEIGHTS FINANCE
CORPORATION

8 Weeks •rt
Left Till
Chnstmas

Pamela Dial. Manager
.laneen Feagin • Mandy Reeves • Kathleen Markle
1304 A Chestnut St.• Murray, KY 42071
Located in Dixieland Center •(270)759-0310
www.heightsjinance.com "Helping 1:amilies Reach New HeighiA .
FORMER BANKRUPTS WELCOME *Subject to our normal credit poi,
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What is your
emnion of melatonin as a sleep aid' 1
equently travel on business across
st-veral time zones and have difficulty
eiapting my sleep habits. Would
ruelatonin help? Is it safe?
DEAR READER: The human sleep
cycle, a form of biological clock, is
1rgely governed by the interaction
between light and naturally produced
rnelatonin (formed in the brain). At
!lines when melatonin levels are high,
e sleep; once the melatonin is
reduced (by exposure to light). we
.,waken.
This substance, which is classed as
•• L,etary supplement and does not
•,uire a prescription, is safe and
: liable in pill form.
',Ithough melatonin is not consist tly effective as a sleep aid in the
,Ieral population, it is exceedingly
• ful for pilots, travelers and other
,pie who must frequently adapt
ir sleeping habits to changes in
zones. 1 suggest that you try the
.luct, according to the manufactur, directions, on your next business
. The melatonin should re-set your
blogical clock and enable you to
,).-ercome your problem of insomnia.
To give you related information, I
,an sending you a copy of my Health
I:eport "Sleep:Wake Disorders."

LOOKING BACK
10 years ago
Published is a picture of employees of Emerine Construction Expanding parking space at Murray
State University next to White Hall.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Gina Hancock.
Calloway County High School
Band won Division 1 Sweepstakes
award as well as first place in Class
AA, best production and color
guard in Class AA and received its
third superior rating of the year at
Western Kentucky Marching Band
Festival held at Heath High School.
Births reported include a boy to
Rona and Rusty Howard, Oct. 22.
20 years ago
Insurance agents, bankers, local
officials and others met with earthquake experts on Oct. 25 at North
Branch of Peoples Bank to learn
how to inform the public on what to
do before an earthquake hits the
area.
M.C. Garrott writes about Joe
Pat Ward taking a 500-mile motorcycle ride to visit Wayne Tubbs of
Oxford, Miss., one of his World
War II comrades, wounded while
serving with the 75th Infantry Division of the U.S. Army in World
War II, in his column, "Garrott's
Galley."
30 years ago
A natural gas rate increase of 15
per cent was approved by the Murray City Council at its meeting Oct.
26.
Mr. and Mrs. George Marine
were married 50 years Oct. 25.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Crawford, Oct.
IS; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. William

What is your take on this situa
DEAR ABBY: Fire Prevention
Month has nearly ended, but may I tion')
CONCERNED M-1-L
still enlist your help?
IN SAN DIEGO
Firefighters across the country
are so eager to respond to emergency
DEAR CONCERNED: What
calls, they frequently fail to buckle
their own seat belts. Last year, 13 your daughter is doing to her
firefighters died from injuries that husband is deliberate sabotage.
could have been prevented simply by She's feeding his weakness.
For whatever reasons, she isn't
buckling their seat belts.
While many fire departments encouraging a healthy,fit spouse.
have rules that are strictly People who love each other want
enforced, the majority do not what's best for them and offer
enforce the seat belt rule until support.Shame on Gloria.
someone gets hurt or killed. Six fire***
fighters this year have died from
DEAR ABBY: I am an 18-yearrollovers or being thrown from fire
and personal vehicles while old guy who's been dating my 13responding to a fire. Excuses from year-old girlfriend for the past six
firefighters range from,"We need to months. Her mom knows we go out,
put on our gear," to "Seat belts but she doesn't know I'm 18. She
don't fit over the gear." It is the thinks I just turned 17.
Abby, I really love this girl. We've
responsibility of each individual to
made a commitment to get married
buckle his or her seat belt.
rd like to ask each spouse, parent, when she turns 18, which is when
child, family member or friend of a she graduates from high school.
In the meantime, what should I
firefighter to please remind him or
her to buckle up whether riding in a do about lying to her mom about my
fire truck or ambulance. Listen up, age?
TOTALLY IN LOVE
firefighters: Seatbelts Are For Everyone ... even firefighters! Not buckling
DEAR TOTALLY IN LOVE:
up is just plain stupid.
JANET WILMOTH, Level with her mother. If you
EDITOR,"FIRE CHIEF' are caught in this lie, the girl's
parents will rightfully wonder
DEAR JANET: I'm pleased to what else you and their daughpublicize your appeal. It would ter have been lying about. Furbe a tragedy if a firefighter thermore, without her parents'
is killed before he or she can blessing, in some states,— if this
even respond to the emergency. should "go too far" — you may
Certainly "buckling up" is not find yourself in legal trouble
too much to ask from our because you are considered an
heroes. Their jobs are risky adult and she is a minor. Please
give this some serious thought
enough as it is.
and don't delay.

overemphasis twhich sometimes borders on child abuse) on wrestling
weight classes. Not only am I concerned about the actual, physical
effects of weight reduction, I am - as a
former high school wrestler - familiar
with the inner culture of this sport.
You are light. Rather than forcing
you into a lower weight class, I'd prefer that you work out and develop
enough to warrant entering the next
weight level. Frankly, I've seen too
many unpleasant consequences of
forced weight loss in adolescents,
which include dehydration and weakness. Granted, the lower weight classes are less challenging because there
are fewer candidates, but moving up

into the next class might be your best
bet.
Talk to your parents and wrestling
coach about this. In my experience,
parents are more than willing to be
flexible, but coaches need to fill
weight categories and a 110-weight
class may be irresistible. In any case,
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 16-year-old don't lose more than 10 percent of
Indent who is anxious to qualify for your body weight. And don't do it by
my weight class in wrestling. To do stringent dieting, sweat suits and
this, I must lose five pounds. My parother phony means.
ents are furious because, at 5 feet 4
As a 150-pound wrestler, I used to
inches tall and 108 pounds, I am con- welcome opponents from other
mdered to be on the light side anyway. schools, who had undergone a crash
Any suggestions?
course in weight loss. They tired early
DEAR READER: I carry on a during the match and were useless
**
chronic dialogue with the wrestling after six minutes. I invariably won.
*
coaches at the boarding school that Thus, my message is: Weight loss in
DEAR ABBY: I am fond of my
‘,qaploys me. I believe there is an high school wrestlers may not necessarily lead to better performance. Be son-in-law, "Kirk." He is a fine person. However, Kirk is overweight
cautious.
and has high cholesterol, and my
Copyright NO2, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
daughter, "Gloria," told me she
CONTRACT BRIDGE
finds Kirk's weight a 'turnoff."
While they were visiting me last South dealer.
mond, ruffed a club and led one of
weekend, Gloria went to the cup- East-West vulnerable.
dummy's good diamonds. East
board where I keep candy and nuts
NORTH
ruffed with the seven of hearts, and
for my bridge group. She filled a
Just South of the Border
4A7 5
declarer overruffed with the nine.
plate with divinity, chocolate kisses,
Puryear, TN • 731-247-5794
VK J6
South then ruffed a club with
nuts, etc. and set it on the table
•A 10 8 7 4 3
dummy's king, but East overruffed
right in front of Kirk. We had just
410
with the ace and returned the trump
WEST
EAST
Mon.-Sat. 10:30 till Midnight
returned from a champagne brunch.
eight to declarer's queen. At this
J 96 4 2
Q 10 8
I later told Gloria I thought it was
Wednesday is College Day - Pitchers S2.50
point, two tricks remained to be
wrong of her to serve candy to Kirk
A 10 8 7 5 played, and South had to lose both of
Sunday 1 - ? Nascar & Football
knowing he wouldn't be able to
+952
•Q J 6
them — one to West's high club and
Shuffle Board Tourneys Saturday at 1:00
resist. She replied, "Everyone is
4114A Q J 5 4
+97
the other to East's high trump — so
Pool Tourneys Sundays at 1:00
responsible for himself."
SOUTH
she finished down one.
+K3
At the second table, Karen
1PQ 9 4 3 2
17:14.4%.1
INA I
McCallum of the United States was
•K
South. Here West made only a sim4K 8 6 3 2
ple one-spade overcall, so there was
The bidding:
nothing to suggest the terrible trump
South
West
North East
division. Nevertheless, McCallum
IV
2V
2+
3+
found a way • to limit the defense to
4,
only three tricks.
Opening lead — four of spades.
She took the opening spade lead
This deal occurred in the playoff with dummy's ace and immediately
to determine the North American
passed the club ten to West's jack.
representative to the 1989 World
Declarer won the spade return,
Women's Team Championship.
cashed the diamond king, ruffed a
At the first table, a Canadian pair club, cashed the diamond ace and
reached four hearts as shown. West's ruffed a spade. A club was then
two-heart bid showed spades and a ruffed with the heart king. East overminor and should have forewarned
ruffed with the ace — discarding
declarer of the bad break in hearts.
would not have helped — and
South won the opening spade returned the five of hearts to
lead in her hand, cashed the king of dummy's jack.
•CAir1-11
diamonds and led a trump to the jack.
McCallum ruffed a diamond at
West showing out. When East trick 10 and then led her last club.
I TliOUGHT nci RESISTANCE
BA& OC
refused the trick, declarer cashed the East, down to the 10-8-7 of trumps,
YOU GOT IT
WAS UP THIS `?EAR, BUT
HALLOWEEN diamond ace and then lost the ten of was forced to ruff her
partner's trick
TN
OO, CATtI
I WAS 50 WRONG ..
CANN.
clubs to West's jack.
and lead a heart to declarer's Q-9,
West's spade return was taken by
handing South the last two tricks and
AT LEAST
dummy's ace. South ruffed a dia- the contract.
USUALN &ONE
Z4I HOURS...
Tomorrow: Strictly a matter of logic.

BDQ, Burgers & Cold Beer

,I2002 King Features Syndicate Inc

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

38 Towehng
40 Orbit path
42 Jiffy
43 Bogus
45 Yolks'
companions
48 Corn on the —
49 Transmission
part
51 Chances
53 Pea-green boat
passenger
54 — of Capri
55 Mountain top
56 Bullfight yell
57 Rushed
58 Pitch-dark

rcisErsnur

CIFt.Eg e-r-r

f

AT viA6 SUCH A
NICE EVENNG.UOHN.
LNIE GOT To HOL D
Lrrn...E MEREDITH,
PLAY Wrli-1 HER AND
CUDDLE_ HER...

Ft car

WCIFtSec)

REMEMBER WHEN
WE BROUGHT MICHAEL.
HOME"? HE INAS THE
SWEElt.ST
g1.WITH
THE emeeesT 8LuE
eyesr

REMEMBER HOW
HE'D LAU64-1 AND KICK
WHEN WE_ CHANC,
ED
HIM- AND NICNN HE'S
A &RoV•IN MAN. A
FATHER!

vas. No W
HE'S A
FATHE R.

GAIRFIEt_CO
I AM GOING TO FOLLOW
MY 2REAM5, GARFIELD

YOU DON'T HAVE ANY
neAms,po YOU?

A5117E FROM THE DANCING
MONKEY IN THE CHOCOLATE
FONDUE POT, NO

:I.111il y y1444
4.1 10.1wiap
4•4 0

‘11
§
WAI.ta
#164
t

PEANUTS

•

1 Diner special
5 Nov. event
9 IRS employee
12 Stop, to a
horse
13 "Candy is
dandy" poet
14 Varnish
ingredient
15 Sweater
makings
16 Against
17 Find a job for
18 Adorn
20 Research sites
22 Pig out
23 Touch of frost
24 Rama devotee
27 Cheyenne's st
28 Diana — of
The Supremes
32 Hagen of films
33 Defensesystem initials
34 Khan of note
35 Pamper
37 A home
1

2

3

4

5

fr-- ' •..t liP
aro .10.
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E

8

1110

13

14

15

16

17

20

22

27

28 29 30

33
36

48

21
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II25 26

41
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31

34
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37

40 ill
THE SUPPRESSING OF EVIDENCE
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setting
8 Hot dog
topping
9 Triple-decker
10 Gap between
mountains

19
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39 III

1111

40

46

49 50

45III

53

51
55

54III

se

66
57III

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Oct. 28, the
301st day of 2002. There are 64
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 28, 1962, Soviet leader
Nikita Khrushchev informed the
United States that he had ordered
the dismantling of Soviet missile
bases in Cuba.
On this date:
In 1636, Harvard College was
founded in Massachusetts.
In 1793, Eli Whitney applied for
a patent for his cotton gin (the patent was granted the following
March).
In 1886, the Statue of Liberty, a
gift from the people of France, was
dedicated in New York Harbor by
President Cleveland.
In 1936, President Roosevelt rededicated the Statue of Liberty on
its 50th anniversary.
In 1980, President Carter and
Republican presidential nominee
Ronald Reagan faced off in a nationally4 broadcast, 90-minute debate in Cleveland.
One year ago: The families of
people killed in the Sept. 11 terrorist attack gathered in New York for
a memorial service filled with
prayer and song. Gunmen killed 16
people in a church in Behawalpur.
Pakistan. United Airlines replaced
embattled chairman and chief executive James Goodwin with board
member John Creighton. The Arizona Diamondbacks gained a 2-0
lead in the World Series, defeating
the New York Yankees 4-0.

I

If Hit 51

J EDGER St
r
i
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12

18

TODAY IN HISTORY

Subscribe to the

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN
1 Rte.
2 Moby Dick's
foe
3 Irritated
4 Personally
gave
5 Make laws
6 Thin
7 Mass clock

Young and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Robinson, Oct. 17; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Ross. Oct. 18; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Byron Vaughn
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. David
Braden, Oct. 21.
40 years ago
Airman Second Class Franklin
D. Maupin is serving with the Army
at Fort Hood, Texas.
Mrs. Whitt Imes, registered
nurse with the Calloway County
Health Department, spoke at a
meeting of Kirksey School Unit of
Parent-Teacher Association. She
said plans to distribute the oral polio vaccine at the various schools
was planned for the first of 1963.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Otis Colson, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Cogdell, and twins, a
boy and a girl, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Riley.
50 years ago
Published is a picture of a
trenching machine being used by
Texas Gas Transmission Corporation's pipeline construction project
in which the H.C. Price Co., with
headquarters in Murray, is now being doing the work near Kenton,
Tenn. The crew is headed in the direction of Murray and Calvert City.
Pfc. Joe H. Overcast, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert L. Overcast, and
Pfc. Clifton Barnett, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Barnett, are serving
with the First Marine Aircraft Wing
in Korea.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Owen and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Smith, Oct.
15.

III

52

III
III

11 King beater
19 — Claire, Wis
21 Aries mo.
23 U.N. locale
24 Wheel part
25 Give — — try
26 Catch a crook
27 Pallid
29 Klutz
30 Mil. rank
31 Respond
33 Attack word
36 Chatter
38 Flowery
garland
39 Many-armed
animals
41 Former
host
42 Destroy a
document
43 Turkey
44 Well-qualified
45 Hull plank
46 Idyllic spot
47 Black Hills 51
48 Murmur
soothingly
50 Psychic power
52 Cloud's
region

NI Es

Home Delivery
3 mo
6 mo
1 yr.

$20.25
$40.50
$78.00

Local Mail
(Calloway. Grave,
,& Marshall)

3 mo.
6 mo.
I yr.

$25.00
$50.00
$85.00]

Rest of KY/TN
(Puryear. Buchanan & Paris)

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr

$65.00
$80.00
$110.00

Other Mail Subscriptions
3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

$70.00
$85.00
$130.00

Check
Visa

Money Order
M/C

Name
Street Address
City
State

fiji

Daytime Phone
Mail this coupon with payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call

(270) 753-1916
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UK humbled by Georgia loss scommrmaz.
By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The goal posts
are still standing at Commonwealth Stadium.
Last week, the gathering momentum of a
promising season had the Wildcats crowing about
how they would celebrate if they were to
upset fifth-ranked Georgia on Saturday.
Quarterback Jared Lorenzen joked he'd be
the first one to scale one of the goal posts.
Receiver Aaron Boone said he'd be right
behind him.
The 'Bulldogs (8-0, 5-0 Southeastern Conference) heard the talk and put a demonstra-

live end to those hopes with an impressive
52-24 victory.
"Georgia just hammered us at will," said
Kentucky coach Guy Morriss.
"Best team we've played all year," said
running back Artose Pinner.
The Wildcats (5-3, I-3) lost to Georgia for
the sixth straight time and to a top-five opponent for the 17th consecutive time. It was a
humbling setback in a season already dotted
with significant accomplishments, including
upset wins at Louisville and Arkansas.
Kentucky looked like it might be poised to
spring another surprise Saturday, scoring on

four of its first six possessions and taking a
24-21 halftime lead.
But UK's offense, the highest-scoring in
the SEC, suddenly collapsed in the third period, while Georgia's unit marched for scores
on its first three second-half possessions.
The Wildcats netted only 29 yards in the
decisive quarter after outgaining Georgia 271251 in the first two.
"The only thing that changed was Georgia," Morriss said. "I guess they decided to
come out and play. I don't know that anything We would've done in the second half
would've mattered."

• Racers ...
From

Page 14

Bridges, filling in for the injured
Jamie Alexander at fullback, made
the key block to spring Blanchard's

Racers' lone remaining road contest is a Nov. 16 at TennesseeMartin.
touchdowns on 19 carries to win
However, Pannunzio refused to
the offensive award. He scored
even look past this week's nonthree fourth-quarter touchdowns to
conference battle with Samford.
help Murray State beat South"I'm really proud of these kids
east Missouri 38-31.
and of how hard they've fought,
but we've got a lot of issues and
Eastern Kentucky defensive end
a lot of things to overcome before
Chad Dewberry won the defenwe even think about Eastern Illisive award, recording six sacks
nois,"
he explained.
in the Colonels' 19-0 shutout of
While
Pannunzio wasn't quite
Tennessee Tech.
ready to speculate about his squad's
Tennessee
State's
Sugar
chances against the first-place PanSanders was the Newcomer of
thers, Billings offered a hopeful note
the Week after running for 91
to Racer fans.
yards on 13 carries.
"They've got a real chance,"
claimed Billings, whose Indians
share of the OVC title.
fell to EIU 44-27 on Oct. 19.
Two of MSU's three remaining "Eastern Illinois has so many
league games — including the sea- weapons they can throw at you,
son finale against OVC favorite but Murray probably matches up
Eastern Illinois — are in the friend- with them better than we do. And
ly confines of Stewart Stadium, since they have a shot at it, I
where it has won four in a row don't know why they wouldn't
and is 7-3 under Pannunzio. The play well the rest of the year.

Bivens' punt earns honors
BRENTWOOD,Tenn. — Brian
Bivens of Murray State set two
conference records Saturday. On
Sunday, he was named the Ohio
Valley Conference's Special Teams
Player of the Week.
Bivens'first punt against Southeast Missouri traveled 90 yards
— a school and conference record.
The senior followed that with a
57-yard punt to finish the day
with a 73.5 average — also school
and conference records.
Racer teammate Billy Blanchard ran for 183 yards and four

"I had a different play called,
but all of the defensive guys were
yelling at me to put Bridges in
there," Pannunzio noted. "(Quarterback) Stewart Childress told the
guys in the huddle to get their
blocks, and we could break it all
the way."
"I had to make up for what I
did," Bridges said of his block on
a SEMO safety. "It feels great to
finally make a big play like that
and come up with a big win."
Blanchard, who has been out job," Blanchard said. "The hole
of MSU's tailback rotation with was there on that touchdown run,
an injury for much of the past and James just gave me a great
month, was the Racers' proverbial block."
"workhorse" on Saturday, rushing
With the victory, the Racers
19 times for 183 yards — 140 of now have a chance to do somewhich came in the fourth quarter. thing that seemed impossible just
"Our offensive line did a great a week ago — win at least a

Racer runners rule at SEMO
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. —
The Murray State men's cross
country team placed four runners
in the top five to win Saturday's
Southeast Missouri
State Invitational,
while the Lady
Racers captured
second place in the
RACERS women's
meet.
Ryan Davis won the men's individual meet with a time of 15
minutes, 33 seconds on the 5,000meter course to lead MSU to the
meet title with 23 points.
SEMO was second with 42
points, followed by Tennessee-Martin with 74 and Arkansas State
with 83.
In the women's race, Heather
Vincent came in fifth at 19:09 to
follow four SEMO runners.
SEMO took the team title with
16 points while Murray was second with 51 and Arkansas State

took third with 75.
The SEMO Invitational was
MSU's last meet before the Ohio
Valley Conference Championships
Saturday in Morehead.
Women's Volleyball
MARTIN,Tenn. — Murray State
lost 30-24, 22-30, 30-25, 27-30,
15-13 to Tennessee-Martin Friday
in Ohio Valley Conference action,
with the final point coming on a
controversial call.
The league-leading Skyhawks
(16-5, 11-1 OVC) led the deciding Game 5 by a 14-13 margin.
A UTM player attacked the ball,
but it was blocked back by Murray State players in front of the
official's chair.
The ball came back on the Tennessee-Martin side of the court,
rolled down a Skyhawk player's
back and onto the court.
No call was made by either
official, so the lead official waved
over a line judge, who had indicated that the ball fell inbounds

Nobody Can Protect Your

AUTO
any better than we can!

State Auto

insurance

Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low rates,
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!
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OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
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(*On most cars & trucks - house oil only)

( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires

HOLLAND TIRE CO.

Yes, We Can Help!
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NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L
T
Miami
5
2
0
Buffalo
5
3
New England
3
4
0
NY Jets
2
5
0
South
W
L
T
Indianapolis
4
3
0
Jacksonville
3
4
0
Tennessee
4
3
0
Houston
2
5
0
North
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Baltimore
Cincinnati

4
4

3
4
4
7

3
0
West
W
L
1
6
6
2
4
3
4
4

0
0
0
0

Pct.
714
625
429
286
Pct.
571
429
429
286
Pct.
571
500
429
000

T
Pct.
San Diego
.857
Denver
750
0
Oakland
0
571
Kansas City
0
.500
Sunday's Games
Seattle 17. Dallas 14
Buffalo 24. Detroit 17
Cleveland 24, N.Y Jets 21
Kansas City 20, Oakland 10
Tampa Bay 12, Carolina 9
Atlanta 37, New Orleans as
Tennessee 30, Cincinnati 24
Minnesota 25, Chicago 7
Pittsburgh 31, Baltimore 18
San Francisco 38, Anzona 28
Denver 24, New England 16
Houston 21, Jacksonville 19
Washington 26, Indianapolis 21
OPEN Miami, San Diego, Green Bay. St
Louis
Today's Game
NY Giants at Philadelphia, 8 pm

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L
T
Philadelphia
4
2
0
NY Giants
3
3
0
Washington
3
4
0
Dallas
3
5
0
South
W
L
New Orleans
6
0
2
Tampa Bay
6
0
2
Atlanta
4
3
0
Carolina
3
0
5
North
W
L
T
Green Bay
6
1
0
Chicago
2
0
5
Detroit
2
5
0
Minnesota
5
2
0
West
W
L.
T
San Francisco
5
0
2
Arizona
4
3
0
Seattle
2
5
0
St. Louis
2
5
0
Sunday, Nov. 3
Dallas at Detroit. noon
Baltimore at Atlanta, noon
Tennessee at Indianapolis, noon
Cincinnati at Houston. noon
Philadelphia at Chicago, noon
New England at Buffalo, noon
Minnesota at Tampa Bay. noon
Pittsburgh at Cleveland, noon
N.Y Jets at San Diego, 305 pro
St Louis at Arizona, 3 15 p.m.
Washington at Seattle, 3:15 p.m.
San Francisco at Oakland, 3:15 p m
Jacksonville at N Y Giants. 7:30 p.m
OPEN_ Denver, Kansas City, Carolina,
Orleans
Monday, Nov. 4
Miami at Green Bay, 8 p m

Pct,
667
500
429
375
Pct.
750
750
571
375
Pct.
857
286
286
286
Pct.
714
571
.286
_286

New

wwvv.murrayledger.com
Huwvarna
TOUGH NAME.
TOUGH EQUIPMENT.
136 Chain Saw-I6"
97995
• 2.2 cu.in. - 2.1 hp
• Inertia chain brake
• Lifetime ignition warranty

96 East Main Street • 753-5606

""E DON SEW
SHERIFF

350 Chain Saw-I8"
• 3.0 cu.in. - 3.1 hp

$299"

• Inertia chain brake
• Lifetime ignition
warranty

ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE CURRENT PERFORMANCE OF
THE SHERIFF'S OFFICE?
IS THE OFFICE PREPARED FOR POST 9-11 EMERGENCIES?
WHO IS THE CANDIDATE WITH OVER 30 YEARS OF PUBLIC
SAFETY EXPERIENCE AND 4,502 HOURS OF TECHNICAL LAW
ENFORCEMENT TRAINING?

*PARTY POLITICS IS IRRELAVENT WHEN IT CONCERNS YOUR
SAFETY. SECURITY AND THE LAW.
VOTE DON SENF FOR SHERIFF, THE CANDIDATE WITH THE
MOST EDUCATION TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE
Lindy Suiter

401(k) ROLLOVERS

The Racers (6-11, 5-6 OVC)
were led by Abbi Gui, who had
a match-high 25 kills and a teamhigh eight blocks. She also added
14 digs for the Racers for her
third double-double.

'CHOOSE YOUR SHERIFF AS YOU WOULD YOUR DOCTOR; THE
MOST QUALIFIED FOR THE JOB!

211 S. 12th Street, Murray, Ky.
Van Haverstock

on UTM's side of the court. After
some discussion, the call was made
that the ball had been blocked out
of bounds without another player
touching it, awarding the decisive
point to Tennessee-Martin.

Sponsored by Stuart Alexander

Paid For By Don Sent Campaign Committee
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571
murrayhomeandauto.com
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
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Seventh Heaven
Angels on 'Cloud Nine'
following Series win
ANAHEIM, Calif. tAP) — Tim
Salmon hoisted the World Series
trophy and took a victory lap
around Edison Field. He'd always
imagined what the trip would be
like, and it was harder than he
thought.
it was pretty heavy," he said.
And well worth it, for the Anaheim Angels and all their fans
who wondered whether this day
would ever come.
Behind rookie starter John Lackey and a big hit by Garret Anderson, the Angels became one of
the .more improbable champions
in baseball history, beating Barry
Bonds and the San Francisco Giants
4-1 Sunday night in Game 7.
"These fans have been waiting
a long, long time for this," MVP
Troy Glaus said. "And I know
we're all happy to be part of the
team to bring it to them."
The Angels took 42 years to
win their first title, and didn't
even need their Rally Monkey to
clinch it.
Bonds, meanwhile, is still hoping.
As Anaheim players celebrated
all over the field, the best hitter

in the world watched from a dark
corner of the Giants' dugout. Bonds
knew this moment could have been
his — a day earlier, it almost was.
"You want the results to be different," Bonds said. "They outplayed us, they deserve it. They
beat us. They're world champions."
In Game 6, the Giants blew a
5-0 lead in the seventh inning. In
Game 7, San Francisco never got
close to winning its first title.
"The turning point was basically they came back last night,"
Giants manager Dusty Baker said.
His 3-year-old bat boy son, Darren, took it hard. He wailed as
his dad carried him from the dugout.
Bonds closed out one of the
most dominant overall Series performances ever, yet it wasn't
enough. He went 8-for-17 (.471)
with four homers and a .700 onbase percentage.
After watching the Angels party,
Bonds walked down the dugout
and picked up his glove. He walked
back, tapped his son on the back
and walked down the runway.
"I went 1-for-3 with a walk,
that's a good day. Am I supposed

to go 3-for-3 with three home runs?"
Bonds said. "What do you want
from me?"
The highest-scoring Series in history came down to pitching, as it
always seems to do in October.
Lackey and the bullpen gave Anaheim enough to win baseball's first
all wild-card matchup.
The Angels became the eighth
straight home team to win Game
7 of the World Series. History was
on their side from the start and
so was an omen — a skywriting
plane put a gigantic halo over Edison Field before the first pitch.
The Rally Monkey was ready,
but the mascot only showed up a
couple of times on the video scoreboard.
"We love the monkey because
of what it does for us. It's a goodluck charm," Lackey said. "But
it's good not to see him because
that means we're winning."
Lackey, pitching on three days'
rest, became only the second rookie to win Game 7 of the Series.
He joined Babe Adams, who pitched
Pittsburgh past Ty Cobb and Detroit
in 1909.

KEVORK DJANSEZIAN/AP photo
HEAVEN ON EARTH ... Anaheim manager Mike Scioscia carries the World Series trophy
after the Angels beat the San Francisco Giants in Game 7 of the World Series Sunday
in Anaheim, Calif. The Angels captured their first world championship with a 4-1 win.

MSU 38, SEMO 31

Racers catch break, hold off Indians
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Lady Luck may have finally
smiled on the Murray State Racers.
The Racers (3-4, 2-1 Ohio Valley Conference) had been on the
wrong side of a pair of close
non-conference contests earlier this
fall, but they finally came out on
the right side of one when they
needed it the most on Saturday
at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Senior defensive end Jason
Myers' interception of a Jack
Tomco pass in the waning seconds of a key OVC clash with
upstart Southeast Missouri State
gave MSU a much-needed 38-31
victory and kept alive the possibility of the program's first league
championship since 1996.
"It seems like we haven't gotten a break all year," said junior
linebacker Bobby Sanders, who
paced the Racers' defensive attack
against SEMO (5-4, 2-2) with 13
tackles and one sack, "but we
finally got one."
But not before a few tense
moments.
Just a week after an embarrassing 31-7 loss at rival Eastern
Kentucky, Murray put together an
impressive first-quarter performance in which they scored 14 points
and threatened to blow out the
Indians.
However, a scrappy Southeast
club refused to go away — forcing three ties in the game and
actually taking a 17-14 edge on
a 3-yard touchdown run by tailback Keiki Misipeka midway
through the third period.
And the contest was still in
doubt until a decisive fourth-quarter drive and the key defensive
play by Myers with just 34 seconds remaining on the stadium
clock.
SEMO trailed 31-24 with just
over eight minutes remaining in
regulation and appeared to be running out of chances until a key

SE Missouri
Murray St

0 10 7 14 — 31
14 0 3 21 — 38
First Quarter
MSU — Blanchard 3 run (Andrus
kick), 9:28
MSU — Nowacki 20 pass from Childress (Andrus kick). 1.31
Second Quarter
SEMO — Goodson 4 pass from
Tomco (Kutz kick). 615
SEMO — FG Kutz 30, 0000
Third Quarter
SEMO — Misipeka 3 run (Kutz kick)
11 39
MSU
FG Andrus 46. 8:27
Fourth Quarter
SEMO — Misipeka 3 run (Kutz)
13:04
MSU — Blanchard 41 run (Andrus
kick), 11:10
SEMO — Ponder 42 pass from Tomco
(Kutz kick), 7:17
MSU — Blanchard 33 run (Andrus
kick). 00:40
A — 4,554.
•••

First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing
Comp-Att-Int
Return Yards
Punts-Avg
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards
Time of Possession

SEMO
27
44-188
236
22-34-1
179
3-35.7
2-1
4-25
3231

MSU
20
39-239
166
16-22-0
84
2-73.5
2-2
5-57
2729

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING — SEMO. Kinsey. 23-103,
Mistpeka, 17-100. Oliver, 1-6, Tomco, 3(minus-21) MSU. Blanchard, 19-183,
Childress. 5-22, Lane 3-19. Odoms 811, Riley 3-5, Team 1-(-minus-1)
PASSING — SEMO, Tomco 22-33-1-236,
Team 0-1-0-0. MSU, Childress 16-22-0166
RECEIVING — SEMO. Coleman 5-27,
Ponder 3-78. GoodfieId 3-59, Simpson
3-25, Goodson 3-19, Nessmith 2-13, Kinsey 2-6, Misipeka 1-9. MSU. Green 671, Christon 4-35. Nowacki 2-28, Odoms
1-22. St Louis 1-7. Blanchard 1-3 Riley
1-0.

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger
Times photo
JUST OUT OF REACH ... SEMO tailback Keiki Misipeka (6) eludes the grasp of tackle James Bridges (91) and slips
past defensive back Tyrone Parks (45) for a long-gainer during Saturday's action at Roy Stewart Stadium,
defensive mistake gave it new for roughing the passer — setThe Racers did nothing to 2, taking the Indians out of comFacing a fourth-and-1 at the
life.
ting up a first down for SEMO change Sanders' mind, either, as fortable field goal range.
SEMO 41, Murray head coach PanFacing a third-and-12 from their at the Murray 42.
Marcus Christon fumbled the ensuTomco's pass attempt on fourth nunzio elected to send in his
own 43-yard line with just under
Just one play later, Tomco ing kickoff, setting the Indians down fell incomplete, turning the "thunder" package to pick up the
eight minutes left, Tomco's des- hooked up with Ponder on a 42- up for a possible go-ahead score ball over to MSU and giving first down.
peration heave to All-OVC wide- yard strike for the game-tying at the MSU 24.
Bridges the chance for atonement.
Blanchard got that and more
out Willie Ponder fell incomplete. touchdown with 7:17 to go.
But the Murray defense stiffSenior tailback Billy Blanchard when he rumbled around left end
But the Indians were bailed
"After that call on James, I ened as Sanders sacked Tomco took over on the decisive drive, and 41 yards down the sideline
out when MSU defensive line- thought, man, here we go again," for a 6-yard loss on second down carrying six times for 56 yards. to score the game-winner.
man James Bridges was called Sanders recalled.
and a third-down pass play lost He saved the best for last.
•See Page 13

Smith runs into history with record march
By The Associated Press
Emmitt Smith put his right hand down
to keep his balance and surged forward.
And past Walter Payton.
'With the nifty 11-yard fourth-quarter run.
the Dallas Cowboys' star broke Payton's
• NFL career rushing record Sunday in front
TONY GUT1ERREZ/AP photo

BROKEN RECORD ... Dallas Cowboys running back Emmitt Smith holds
up a silver football trophy after breaking the NFL's all-time career rushing
record in Sunday's game against the
Seattle Seahawks.

of his home fans at Texas Stadium.
"I hope everyone has a chance to enjoy
this moment like me," Smith said.
Smith finished with 109 yards on 24
carries — both season highs — but watched
Seattle's Rian Lindell kick a 20-yard field
goal with 25 seconds left to give the Seahawks a 17-14 victory.
Midway through his 13th season, Smith
has 16,743 yards. Payton finished his 13year career in 1987 with 16,726. Smith
also ran for a touchdown, extending his
NFL record for rushing TDs to 150.
Payton. who played his entire career for
the Chicago Bears died in November 1999

from cancer. He was 45.
On the record-breaking run, Smith cut
left, saw a hole and plunged ahead. When
an arm hit his legs and sent him stumbling, Smith put down his right hand to
keep his balance and finished off the 11 yard gain.
"Once I broke the line of scrimmage, 1
knew that had to be the one," Smith said.
Seattle (2-5) lost quarterback Trent Dilfer for the season when he tore his right
Achilles' tendon in the second quarter.
Matt Hasselbeck relieved Dilfer and went
12-of-19 for 131 yards with an interception.

Dallas (3-5) lost its second straight in
the debut of rookie quarterback Chad Hutchin,
son, who went 12-of-24 for 145 yards and
threw a 39-yard TD pass to Joey Galloway.
goal. Punt returner labar Gaffney threw
a lateral to Aaron Glenn, who ran 42 yards
for Houston (2-5). The Jags (3-4) have lost
three in a row.
Tftans 30, Bengals 24
At Cincinnati. Corey Dillon was tackled
inches from the goal line after tripping over
his blocker with 1:08 to play, preserving
the Nashville's victory over the Bengals.
Steve McNair threw three second-half
touchdown passes for the Titans (3-4).

